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12U ALL AMERICAN TEAMS 
 

12U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 1st TEAM 

 

Lee Bruner, 5-5, PG, Midwest Athletics Elite (MN) - 2024 
Good looking ball-handler/passer; played with a lot of poise. Coach on the floor…Made excellent decisions 
on both ends of the floor High IQ player. 
 
Elijah Duval 5-7 WF Team Delaware (DE) - 2024 
Athletic wing with strong body frame who seems to love playing in transition-played through contact and was 
able to finish at ease at the rim-scores well from the perimeter and showed to be a good defender in the 
post and outside on the perimeter. Elijah displayed a really-good feel and understanding for the game. 
 
Alijah Curry, 6-2, WF, Memphis Wildcats Blue (TN) - 2024  
Long athletic player, perimeter and post skills. Blocks shots at the rim, rebounds and defends multiple 
positions. Faces up with range to about 15 feet. May have been the most impressive player in the Division. 
Only issues were that the guards on the team took a lot of bad shots and didn’t look inside. 
 
Jahseem Felton, 6-2, F/C, Team Thrill (MD) - 2024 
Good offensive player has no problem with scoring from anywhere inside the 3-point line; He will have to 
improve on his range to become the total package; can pass off the dribble to find open teammates. Side 
note attempted a dunk. 

 
Randy Green, 5-7, PG, Atlanta Celtics (GA) - 2024 
Very athletic, skilled ball handler, makes good decisions, makes everything easy for teammates; good 
rebounder, plays hard the entire game. 
 
Jordan Howe 5-6, F, NY Rising Stars Elite (NY) - 2024 
Long arms and frame for a young post player who did a really good job of scoring in the painted area with 
both hands-has a variety of nice low post offensive scoring moves over both shoulders and strong post 
game as well as impressive footwork for a player his age…Hope he continues to grow. 
 
Brandon Jennings, 5-8, WG, Dreamchasers United (VA) - 2024 
Tremendous off the dribble, can get to the basket with ease. Passes well to the post if defense collapse. 
During the game he had 5 different defenders to try to defend him and all were unsuccessful. Dominant ball 
handler who can beat you going to the basket or from outside. 
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12U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 1ST TEAM (Continues) 

 
Branton Jumper, 5-7, CG, Memphis Wildcats Blue (TN) - 2024 
Really smart big guard with great leadership and good ball handling skills-very poised and unrattled on the 
floor-makes great passes and did a really good job of attacking the defense and keeping them offense 
balance with his dribble penetration. 
 
Ahmad Nowell, 5-8, G, Fidonce, (PA) – 2024 
Can score, shoot and create his own shot off the dribble drive; good ball handling skills with either hand; 
plays good defense; will be a very good player in the future…One of the better scorers in the 12U field. All 
around play did not disappoint in the championship game. 
 
Bryce Watlington 5’3 G Peninsula Jaguars Elite (VA) - 2024 
A natural born scorer-can flat out put the basketball in the basket-scores with ease off the dribble with a 
strong dribble combination package and quickness-good solid understanding of the game as a scorer-
knows how to knock down shots off the dribble as well as getting by defenders and finishing at the rim-has a 
good feel and knows how to not over penetrate into the paint too deep-did a nice job of pulling up and 
knocking down shots if help game and also displayed a very nice floater over bigger opponents in the paint. 

 

12U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 2nd TEAM  
 
Su-Meer Alleyne, 5-5, F, Team Delaware (DE) - 2024 
Strong inside presence on both ends of the floor-blocked shots and rebounded the ball well in his area-
scores well in the post but is a versatile inside/outside position less player-displayed and nice soft touch 
when knocking down outside jumpers. 
 
Trevor Anthony, 6-2, C, Memphis Wildcats Blue (TN) 2024 
Along with his teammate both potentially where two of the best inside players in this division but they play 
on a team where the guards dominate the ball and want to take all the shots. 
 
Leonard Gerrard, 6-3+, C, Midwest Athletics Elite (MN) – 2024 
Long rangy big; who was all arms and legs…Ran the floor extremely well; showed great timing blocking 
shots and hitting the baseline jumper. 
 
Kyfiq Meyers, 5-3, G, Fidonce (PA) - 2024 
Small but effective, controls the flow of the game, good in the open floor and distribute…Impressive little 
general was one of the major reasons Fidonce advance to the championship game. And led them to a 2nd 
place finish. 
 
Casey Etienne, Jr, 5-8, G/F, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 2024 
Tough physical player with good ball handling skills, can get to the basket; can rebound and doesn’t make a 
lot of mistakes. 
 
Patrick Ngongba, 6-1, C, Dreamchaser United (VA) - 2024 
Good inside game will have work on staying out of foul trouble. Very active on both ends of the floor. 
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12U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 2nd Team (Continues) 

 
Randy Smith 5-3, 2/1G, Atlanta Celtics Green (GA) - 2024 
Smooth guard who always seems to be in attack mode on offense-nice ball handler who looks to score off 
the dribble but can also knock down open shots if he can’t get all the way to the basket-has good length and 
you can tell that he will grow more with his long arms-did a good job of defending on the ball-used his length 
and good lateral movement to constant harass defenders and create turnovers and steals. 

 
Colby White, 5-10, F, Dreamchaser United (VA) - 2024 
Good inside presence can score and rebound effectively on the Offensive and defensive end of the floor. 
Also showed good lateral movement and quick jumping ability to score with ease around the basket. 
 
Da’Mondrick Blackburn, 6-1, F/C, LA Triple Threat Raptors (LA) - 2024 
Big, strong and athletic kid can finish at the rim and protect the rim; but needs to work on sportsmanship and 
attitude. Quick end to end player, used his athleticism to control the glass and protect the rim. Gets his 
hands on the ball a lot, finishing ability was a little inconsistent but he attacks the glass hard and cleans up a 
lot of misses.  
 
Dwayne Pierre, 5-8, 2/1G, Rising Stars Elite (NY) - 2024 
Can score with either the left or right hand at the rim, not much of an outside shooter but can get you a 
bucket when you need it. Cannot be Stopped when going downhill. 

 
Michael Reaves, 5-9, F/C, Team United/Burlington (NC) - 2024 
Active lefty; control the inside play for Team United…Manned the paint. Showed he could face and score 
from 12 feet and in…Ran the floor extremely well. 
 
Camren Smith, 6-1, F, Spartans Elite (MN) - 2024 
Active big…Good low post player, can score in the paint, will have work on his shot from 15 feet and 
beyond. Can finish at the bucket; plays defense all over the floor and blocks shots in the paint or on the 
perimeter. 
 

12U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 3rd TEAM  
 
Jack Bailey, 5-9, G, Riverside Hawks (VA) - 2024  
Solid handle strokes the three ball, good court vision, makes the right plays at right time. 
 
Jashuan Bazile, 5-10, C/F, King Street Kings (NJ) - 2024 
Good offensive rebounder, catches and finishes well around the basket.  Gets to FT line a lot, must improve 
on FT shooting. Rim protector, blocks or makes players alter their shots. 
 
Brayden Burries, 5-8+, G, Inland Force (CA) - 2024  
Reminds me a bit of a young James Robinson physically. Combo guard skills, handles, distributes, shoots 
the 3 ball, and plays with a lot of poise. High IQ player with good floor vision. Doesn’t blow you away 
athletically but checks all the boxes. 
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12U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 3rd Team (Continues) 

 
Travis Hamilton, 5-0, PG, Hampton Hoyas (VA) - 2024 
Very small guard but who has good ball handling skills, can get to the basket and shoot the 3, scrappy and 
feisty leader who doesn’t run from anybody. 
 
Hampton Evans, 6-2, F/C, East Carolina Elite (NC) - 2024 
Good rebounder, can handle the ball, starts the break; can shot the 3 as well as get to the basket and finish 
with either hand.  
 
Jahkhem Felton, 6-0, WG, Team Thrill Bull City Thunder (NC) - 2024 
Very skilled athlete handles well enough to be a guard, scores with the dribble in the half court or in 
transition. 3-point range, solid defender and rebounder, very smooth athlete. Was impressive. 
 
Kobe George, 5-7, G/F, Team Felton (SC) – 2024 
Good size, Good ball handler, controls the flow of the game, passes well of the dribble. Plays good defense 
off the ball but needs to improve on ball defense. 
 
Da’Vean Hall, 6-0, F, FA Heat (MI) - 2024  
Strong athletic player, scores from wing to baseline consistently. Solid perimeter handle, active defender 
and rebounder. Range extends to the 3-point line.  
 
Frederick Hart, 5-10, G, Triple Threat Raptors (LA) - 2024  
Strong lefty guard, tough finisher off the dribble. Solid perimeter skills, decent mid-range shot. Plays at his 
pace doesn’t allow you to speed him up, real solid decision maker with ball, was impressive. 
 
Dominic Hatfield 5-7, WF Team United/Burlington (NC) - 2024 
Good looking shooting form, hits shots consistently from about 15 feet and in. Showed the versatility to 
guard out on the perimeter or down low in the paint also showed good timing blocking shots. 
 
Jaylen Pray, 6-3+, C, NY Gauchos (NY) (Croft) - 2024 
Bigger than everyone on the floor, controlled the boards on both ends; will need to develop consistency on 
his shot but range extends 15-17 feet. 
 
Devvon Wilson, 6-0, F, Ohio Ballstars (OH) - 2024 
Good post player can handle the ball very well; can defend and rebound; can score inside, runs the floor 
well. 
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12U HONORABLE MENTION ALL-AMERICAN (Div. I) 
(Players listed alphabetically) 

 
Rolyns Aligbe, 5-10, F, Spartans Elite (MN) - 2024  
Physical athlete, tough moves on the baseline, rebounds, defends, finisher in traffic. Plays with a chip on his 
shoulder.  

 
Trevor Anthony, 5-5, F, Memphis Wildcats Blue (TN) - 2024 
Has good timing blocking shots and quickness on his jump shot and being around basket grabbing 
numerous rebounds in the paint area-played very well under control and in the paint and was able to protect 
the rim without fouling. 
 
Rhoderick Barnes Jr., 5-0, PG, Team Melo White (MD) - 2024  
Shifty handler, nice floater in the lane, range extends to the 3-point line.  
 
Jakiobie Bosse, 5-6, SG, FA Heat (MI) - 2024 
Shoots well, can get to basket at will, stays at the free throw line. 
 
Langston Boyd, 5-9, G, Team United (NC) - 2024  
Tough competitor, athletic, good decisions with the ball. Scores with the dribble, want to see more range. 
 
Ayden Bouden, 5-8, F/G, New World (DC) - 2024 
Finishes everything around the basket, excellent passer out of the double team can find the open shooters. 
Rebound well and protects the basket. 
 
Carter Bryant, 5-9, G, Inland Force (CA) - 2024  
Athlete with solid perimeter skills, forced to play out of position on this team because they lack height. 
Handles, scores from 2 levels and is a solid defender.  
 
Jashaun Bazile, 6-1+, F, King Street Kings (NJ) - 2024  
Strong athletic baseline forward. Catch and finish player at the rim. Active defender and rebounder. Quick 
end to end. 
 
Caden Brown, 5-7, F, Rising Stars Elite (NY) - 2024 
Effective low post scorer who has some low post skill but must continue to develop his all around game. 
 
Zachary Buley, 5-0, F, Inland Force (CA)- 2024 
Lefty shooter with quick trigger release-moves well without the ball in his hands to find open gaps and shot 
opportunities-used screens well as well. 
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Danny Carbuccia, 5-3, PG, NY Gauchos (Croft) (NY) – 2024 
Excellent ball handler and scorer can get to the basket with ease, but because of that he sometimes makes 
some bad decisions. 
 
Jacob Carmona, 5-5, SG, Playtime Elite (NJ) - 2024 
Good shooter; good shot selection…Creative scorer off the dribble. Impressive finisher around the basket. 
 
Dominic Carr, 5-7, WG, Team Melo/Red (MD) – 2024 
Wiry skilled wing; Fundamentally sound player impressed with his ability to slash, finish and knock down the 
perimeter jumper…Intriguing prospects to keep an eye on. 
 
Hubert Caliste, 5-11, F, Triple Threat Raptors (LA) - 2024  
Athletic wing, handles well enough to float to guard position, defends, and does most of his damage off the 
dribble. Showed a little mid-range stop and pop. 
 
Timothy Carpenter, 5-6, Team Flyght (OH) - 2024 
Good ball handling skills good passer; can get to basket but has limited team personal to distribute to. 
Excellent FT shooter when fouled. 
 
Chet Collins, 5-7, F/G, Nova Orange (VA) - 2024  
All-around player who can play all 5 position, can score or take it off the glass and go coast to coast. 
 
Alex Cunningham, 6-0, C/F, DCA (GA) - 2024 
Good defender and rebounder; Runs the floor well; has good hands. 
 
Daquan Davis, 5-8, F, New Heights (NY) – 2024 
Rebounds well, good ball handler; showed the ability to grab the rebound and start the break, makes good 
open floor decisions and showed the ability to score from anywhere on the floor.  
 
Shawn Davis 5-4, C, Pittsburgh Pioneers (PA) - 2024 
Did a really good job of rebounding on both ends of the floor; possesses some big hands and did a good job 
of getting them on a lot of offensive and defensive loose balls in and around the glass-did a really good job 
of keeping positions alive on the offensive end by tipping the away from defenders and to himself-kept the 
ball up high and away from smaller defenders when he was looking to score on the offensive end 
 
Deshon Dotson, 6-1, F/C, Fidonce (PA) - 2024 
Excellent rebounder, finishes plays; soft hands; can protect the rim; will have to work on outside shooting. 
 
TJ Duggan, 5-6, PG, D1SA Spartans (VA) - 2024 
Tough guard who can score from outside or take it to the basket, good ball skills, must work on left hand. 
 
Jabari Dubi, 6-3, C/F, Florida Lighting (FL) - 2024 
Excellent rebounder can block shots; needs to work on footwork. 
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Tameron Ferguson, 5-7, G, Team Get Shook (MN) - 2024  
Skilled little point ran his team effectively. Uses dribble penetration to set up the pass or to score for himself 
at the rim. 3-point range, quick hands on defense 
 
Darren Harris, 5-8, G/F, Takeover/Black, (MD) - 2024 
Long length makes it easy for him to score in the paint; good solid defender that play’s the weak side well; 
must play with a little more intensity (too laid back) 
 
Christian Henderson, 6-0, F, Spartans Elite (MN) - 2024  
Athletic, scores ball from wing to the baseline. Active rebounder and defender.  

 
Nance Hooper, 5-7, F/G, Team Felton (SC) - 2024  
Lefty wing…Can score inside and out, needs to improve of defense and defensive positioning. 
 
Camrin Horton, 6-1, F/C, Team Melo Red (MD) - 2024 
Aggressive wiry wing…Long frame…intriguing young prospect…Active big Good rebounder, defender; must 
improve on footwork and low post moves and shot. Right now, the young man is a work in progress. 
 
Michael Howell, 5-9, F/G, Spartans Elite (MN) - 2024 
Relentless on the glass, very athletic, good skill set, and passer. 
 
Kaden Howard, 5-9, C/F, Team Felton (SC) - 2024 
Big inside scorer who can score and plays good interior defense. 
 
Alvon Isacc, 6-1, F/C, Thunderstruck (FL) - 2024 
Southpaw good finisher at the basket; good offensive rebounder; gets to the FT line a lot. 
 
Nigel James, 5-5, PG, New Heights (NY) - 2024 
Good ball handling skills, plays good defense, runs the floor/ team well. 

 
Xazier Johnson, 5-9, F, MWA Elite (MI) - 2024 
Good size, can score, does a good job of rebounding. 

 
Kylon Jones, 5-6, G, Memphis Wildcats (TN) - 2024  
Quick athletic guard, handles, solid defender, knocks down the 3- pointer. 
 
Ralsean Jones, 4-10, PG, Riverside Hawks (VA) - 2024  
Very good ball skills, quick with the ball, good drive and dish skills. Was efficient running his team. 
 
Chance Joseph, 5-7, SG, Gauchos (NY) 2024 
Good scorer, with good ball skills. Will look for Chance to work on his PG skills to round out his game. 

 
Braxton Jumper, 5-10, G, Memphis Wildcats (TN) - 2024  
Skilled offensive player, good size and athleticism. Scores with dribble or the jump shot. Good feel for the 
game. Was impressive. 
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Elisha Kutcherman, 5-5, PG, Team Melo/Red (MD) – 2024 
Super quick jitterbug guard who used this quickness to get to any spot on any spot on the floor; created 
numerous scoring opportunities for his teammates with his penetration and pinpoint passing…Also Elisha 
was probably one of the top on the ball defenders at the nationals. 

 
Demari Larkins, 5-5, G, Spartans Elite (MN) - 2024 
Good guard skills, can score, pass, and defend his position; Always under control, just makes plays. 

 
Acaden Lewis, 5-3, PG, New World (DC) - 2024 
Good facilitator makes good decisions with the basketball, good weak side rebounder. 

 
Dylan Louis, 6-3+, C, NY Rising Stars Elite (NY) – 2024 
Athletic rangy youngster; used his size block shots and rebound…Offensive game is a work in progress. 
 
Tahmar Mann, 6-0, C, Va Dreamchasers United (VA) - 2024 
Good defender, long arms, which allows him to close out and contend; good finisher at the rim; needs to get 
stronger. 
 
Clark Martin, 5-2, PG, Atlanta Celtics (GA) - 2024 
Small guard who can score; can create opportunities for other players, He is best in the open floor, can 
make the open shot when left alone; good FT shooter. 

 
Hugh McFarland, 5-7, G, Memphis Wildcats (TN) - 2024  
Quick athletic PG, handles, drive and dish skills and good floor vision. Gets in the lane with finish. Active 
defender. 

 
Jaelen McKee, 5-5, G, Team United/Burlington (NC) – 2024 
Solid guard…Looked comfortable playing either guard position…Plays the game with a lot patient. 

 
Randy McLendon, 5-10, WG, Team Get Shook (MN) - 2024  
Athletic player finds a way to get a bucket, active defender and rebounder. Consistent scorer on the 
baseline. Shows catch and finish skills or uses dribble to get to the rim.  

 
Xavier McQueen, 5-9, G/F, Team Thrill (MD) - 2024 
Good explosiveness, long length, great hustle player who can score. 

 
Dewad McMilliams, 5-11, F, Takeover/Black (MD) - 2024 
Lefty; Good sound post player who can score inside and step out and hit the 15ft shot; good rebounder. 

 
Christopher Meakin, 5-10, WG, Team Melo White (MD) - 2024 
Athletic wing slasher, active defender and rebounder, can knock down the three ball. 
 
Joseph Middleton, 5-11, F, Weston Wolfpack (FL) - 2024  
Physical athlete, moves well in the lane, catch and finishing player offensively. Active defender and 
rebounder. Good solid frame for post player at this age-does a good job of facing up from the high post and 
using his quickness and dribble to attack slower defenders to the basket. If he didn’t score the ball he drew 
fouls and went to the foul line. 
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Brandon Nicholson, 5-8, G, Memphis Wildcats (TN) - 2024  
Rangy athletic guard, solid handle, knocks down the three ball. 
 
Nnamdi Ogboko, 6-1, F, Team Thrill Bull City Thunder (NC) - 2024  
Burly baseline player, physical defender, active rebounder, solid catch and finish in the lane. 
 
Dayainon Owens, 5-8, G, Team Flyght (OH) - 2024 
Good scorer, who can get to the basket, lives at the FT line, must improve on FT shooting. 
 
Jordan Parker, 6-2, C, DC Premier (DMV) – 2024 
Young big that possessed an excellent touch on his shot around the basket, effective rebounder but will 
have to get in better condition with diet and exercise to really reach max potential. 
 
Karter Richards, 5-2, SG, Midwest Athletics Elite (MI) – 2024 
Shooter; Shot it well coming off curls and picks…Legit 3-point marksman. 
 
Amaree Robinson, 5-4, G, Nova Orange (VA) - 2024 
Plays hard, high energy, plays very good defense on and off the ball, can get to the basket to score 
 
Deshawn Toler, 5-7, F/G, Team United (NC) – 2024 
Lefty…Plays hard…Shoots the ball with one hand…Strong…runs the floor and does most of his damage out 
in the open floor 
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12U ALL AMERICAN TEAM 
 

12U DIVISION II ALL AMERICAN – 1ST TEAM 
 
Jakki Howard Askia, 6-0, F/C, Expression (MA) - 2024 
Runs the floor well, can block shots, rebounds well, doesn’t need set plays to score. 
 
Lenard Brown, 5-11, F, Brooklyn Bridge (NY) - 2024 
Big and Strong inside presence can rebound, and finish plays. Led the Brooklyn Bridge to the Division II 
championship. 

 
Jayce Depron 5-8+, WF, LA Team G4WYW (LA) - 2024 

Very athletic wing with a long lanky body frame who can dribble, pass, and shoot-solid playmaker 
who can create his own shot off the bonce or the catch-plays through contact-rebounds very well 
for his size in and out of the post-he has a very good feel for the game already. 
 
Tvaras Capers 5-8, C, Thunder 6th Select (FL) - 2024 
Big body post player who plays well with his back to the basket-did a solid job of rebounding the basketball 
and making great outlet passes to the guards in transition to start the fast break. 
 
Hoa Chen, 6-3+, NY Rens (NY) - 2024 
Active young big who cleaned the glass, block shots and defend; Needs to get more aggressive and 
stronger; has some nice low post moves, can pass from the post or the open floor. 

 
Josh Jackson, 5-6, PG, LA Team G4WYW (LA) - 2024 
Good scorer, sound all-around player, plays excellent defender. 
 
Chase Rowland, 5-7, F, DC Premier (DC) - 2024 
Active inside player; who showed to be a solid rebounder on both ends of the floor, good inside scorer. 
 
Jayden Moore 5-3, F, Team Force 2024 (MD) - 2024 

Long armed player who was a nuisance on the defensive end by getting in the passing lanes, 
causing deflections, and tipping away passes-moves his feet well laterally and defends on the ball 
and in space-mainly scored on put backs in the paint but a strong defender. 
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12U DIVISION II ALL AMERICAN – 1ST TEAM (Continues) 
 
Trisda Rodgers, 5-1, PG, Brooklyn Bridge (NY) - 2024 
Undersized guard with quickness and speed, can penetrate but must learn when to pull it back out and 
make better decisions when running the teams half-court offense. 
 
Ramiro Pando-Tristan, 6-1, G, F, Thunder 6th Select (FL) - 2024 
Good length and size-attacks the basket well off the bounce and uses good change of direction dribble to 
get by defenders-passes the ball well in and out of the post at this age. 
 

12U DIVISION II ALL AMERICAN – 2ND TEAM  
 
TJ Capers, 5-11, F, Thunder Select (FL) - 2024 
Good length can dribble drive, good passer and scorer. 
 
Amaree Robinson 5-4, F, NOVA 94 Orange 12U (VA) - 2024  
Rebounds the basketball well and scored it well around the rim-plays up on his toes and is very active 
around the glass. 
 
Darrius Davis, 5-6, PG, LA Team G4WYW (LA) – 2024 
Sound and smart ball-handler and ball distributor…Didn’t look for his shot. But ran the team in a efficient 
manner. 
 
Lucas Hernandez, 4-9, PG, Thunder Select (FL) – 2024 
Heady smart passer/ball handler…The little guy had no problem gaining separation to stroke the 3 off the 
dribble or showing a quick release spotting up. 
 
Avary Johnson, 5-5, G, DC Premier (DC) - 2024 
Good offensive player who score and is a good offensive rebounder. 
 
Jaden Knowles, 6-0, F, Thunder Select (FL) - 2024 
One of the players who dominated the glass on both ends of the floor. With that ability it allowed the guards 
the leisure to sprint out, leading to fast break opportunities. He can finish plays at the rim and get to the FT 
line. 
 
Jaeden Roberts, 5-6, SG, Expression (MA) - 2024  
He just shoots and shoots, can knock down the 3 consistently. Spot up shooter. Need a lot of room to get 
his shot off. Would like to see Jaeden improve his ability to create some space off the dribble. 
 
Nicholas Potter, 5-7, PG, Swish (IL) - 2024 
Good floor leader, not a good shooter, but makes up for the lack of shooting with good ball handling and 
passing. Can pass with either hand. 
 
Carlos Santana, 5-3, PG, Thunder Select (FL) - 2024 
Small guard who can handle the ball well, pass to the and create his own opportunities. 
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13U ALL AMERICAN TEAMS 

 

13U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 1st TEAM 
 
Daniel Blood, 5-4, PG, TTR 13U (LA) - 2023 
A pit-bull of a PG-very aggressive on ball defender-quick hands, gets lots of steals and deflections-strong 
body which he uses to attack basket hard off the bounce.  
 
Kanaan Carlyle, 5-10, G, TSF Mack (GA) 2023  

#3 Overall Prospect…This kid can flat out do it on the offensive end of the floor. Excellent floor vision 

makes the game easy for his teammates. He delivers the ball to the right place on time. As for scoring, he 

does it all. Tricky dribble moves to the rim, stop and pop pull up jumpers, floaters in the lane and he finishes 

with either hand. Kid has excellent body control and ball skills that freeze the defense. He is a streaky 

shooter from distance but knocked down some very timely threes. Only chink in the armor may be 

inconsistent effort on the defensive end. Potential Top 5 player at the event. 

 
Isaiah Collier, 5-7, PG, TSF Mack (GA) – 2023 
#4 Overall Prospect…Sleek and impressive all-around guard showed in the championship game he is one 
of the better guard prospects in the class of 2023. Played the talented Team United guards to a standstill 
until he ran out of the gas in the last 3 minutes off the dribble…But the young man Impressed with his poise 
and feel for the game…Showed all the intangibles you are looking for in a high-level PG…Showed he could 
finish at the rim with either hand…stroked the deep 3…break you down and get to the basket and finish with 
a variety of moves. 
 
Robert Dillingham 5-7, CG, Team United 13U White (NC) - 2023 
2nd Overall ranked prospect… “Mr. I Can Get A Bucket” this kid is very exciting to watch because of his 
ability to score points in bunches, Super quick off the dribble with crafty ball handling that allows him to be a 
terror to defenders and keep them off balance. Doesn’t need a lot of room to get his jump shot off which is 
deadly right now from long range off the catch and bounce.  Tends to take a few plays off but when he is 
fully engaged, he is unstoppable on offense.  Showed in the championship game scoring the last 11 points 
of the game to secure the 13U National Championship. Very quick hands and harassing defender who puts 
a lot of pressure on the ball handler 94 feet up the floor. 
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DIVISION I 13U – 1st TEAM LISTING (Continues) 

 
Christian Hamilton 5-9, WF/G, Team United 13U White (NC) - 2023 
#1 Overall Prospect…Probably the most valuable player of the Division I field. This young man has one of 
the highest upsides on the team for sure-a good 2-way player who plays hard on both ends-can play with 
his back to the basket or facing up-a true matchup nightmare when he starts putting the ball on the floor and 
attacking slower defenders off the dribble-very versatile player and starting to build confidence in his jump 
shot. Rebounded very well all over the floor. Should end up being a very good 2 guard on the next level.  
 
Jameen “JJ” Moore, 5-5, PG, Team United 13U White (NC) - 2023 
A very smart, lefty PG that really is the motor to his team. The lefty guard can score and pass-has a good 
feel for the game and knows when to score and when to facilitate-strongest skill currently is his defense-a 
complete nightmare of an on-ball defender-gets lots of steals and deflections. As he continues to grow and 
develop a consistent jump shot, it will make him an even stronger player.  
 
Tyler Ringgold 6-4, C, TTR 13U (LA) - 2023 
A big-time rim protector/blocks shot and alters shot in and around the rim-plays close to the basket and is 
developing a few offensive moves.  
 
Joshua Washington 6-2, WF, TTR 13U (LA) - 2023 
A long, very athletic forward who runs the floor end to end with high energy-high motor in transition and 
finishes well at the rim-can also step out knock down open 15-foot jump shots in pick and pop.  
 
Trai White, 5-9, PG, Carolina Cavs (NC) -2023  

#5 Overall Top Prospect…Quick athletic floor general. Unreal floor vision in transition or half court set. This 

kid controlled every aspect of the game for his team. Scores the ball with the dribble and has a nice little 

floater in the lane. Tough defender really competes hard on both ends of the floor. Plays with extreme poise, 

a natural leader who makes his teammates better. Potential top 5 to 10 performer at the event. 

 
Alber Wilson 6-0, F, Team United 13U White (NC) - 2023 
Big body post who is built like an offensive lineman but make no mistakes about it, he is a terror inside on 
the boards and in the paint. Very agile and athletic for his size and age. Really good hands and great 
footwork. Soft-hands catches everything even on the move and finishes quickly above his head with either 
hand. Solid rebounder and defender but strong suit right now is his soft hands, footwork, and strong low 
post offensive scoring package of moves, like drop steps, and spin moves in the lane.   
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13U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 2ND TEAM 
 
Ma’Kyl Butler, 6-1, F/G, NC Red Storm (NC) - 2023  

Long armed athlete with decent perimeter handle. Plays with strength as he scores with the dribble in the 

half court, excelled in the transition game. Active defender and rebounder. Streaky mid-range shooter. 

 

Karlon Cox, 6-4, C, TN Assassins (TN) - 2023 

Solid hands and footwork, good not great athlete, solid low post skills. Not a leaper but knows how to use 

body to gain position on the blocks, Catch and finish skills down low can step out 10-12 feet and face up. 

Defends the lane, active on the glass. 

 

Javar Daniel, 6-4, F, TN Assassins (TN) - 2023  

Slim athletic perimeter forward, very quick end to end. Reminds me a little of Stacy Augmon physically. 

Defends, runs the floor, decent handle in transition. Slashing scorer who also can get points in the paint on 

quick moves. Active player but can be a little inconsistent finishing plays in traffic. Presence as a rim 

protector. Combination of skills make him one of the better players in the Division. 

 

Tyveaon Burch, 6-0, WG, NC Best Academy (NC) 2023  

Scorer who attacks hard off the dribble or beats you with the jump shot with range to the 3-point line. 

Smooth athlete who defends multiple positions. Solid handle in the open court but not yet ready to be a full-

time guard, handle under pressure was a little shaky. One of the better plyers in his Division. 

 
Jaybron Harvey, 6-2, F, Bull City Nets (NC) 2023 

Very active baseline player. Attacks rim off the dribble and finishes off plays. Quick leaper who battles on 

the glass. Active defender, very quick end to end player. Scores the ball effectively 15 feet and end. 

Performed well in the Division. 

 

Dennis Parker, 6-2, F, Running Rebels BWSL (VA) - 2023 

Solid handle, mid to 3-point range on shot, solid moves off dribble to pass or score. Athletic player who has 

a good feel for the game. Solid defender and rebounder. One of the better performers in the Division. 

 

Donovan Raymond, 6-3, F, NC Best Academy (NC) 2023 

Long athlete face up skills 12-15 feet, finisher in the lane, shows enough handle to get to the bucket with 

quick moves. Rebounds, defends, quick end to end player. Range will improve with more opportunities to 

shoot the ball. That is not his role on this team. 
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13U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 2ND TEAM (Continues) 
 

J’Quan Smith, 6-2, WF, NC Red Storm (NC) - 2023  

Coast to coast handler with finish, slashing scorer in the half court. Displayed range to the 3-point line with 

his shot. Strong athlete who has a good feel for the game. Was an active rebounder and defender…One of 

the better players in the Division.  

 

T. Weaks 6-3, C, Lincoln Park (PA) – 2023 
Wide body post player, good hands, and effective scorer in the paint by using his body to create space. 

Good hands, solid footwork, and the ability to step out 10-12 feet and face up. Soft touch on shot and at free 

throw line. Size and skills make him one of the better players in the Division. 

 

13U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 3RD TEAM 

 

Joshua Bullock, 5-10, 2/1G, NC Red Storm (NC) - 2023  

Combo skills finishes with both hands at the rim in traffic. Solid decision maker with the ball and range to the 

3-point line.  

 

Markus Dixon, 6-1, WF, Kings Unlimited (NJ/PA) - 2023  

Strong athletic player who impacts the game on both ends of the floor. Attacks the offensive glass, tough 

finisher in transition…Big time motor, catch and finish scorer at the rim. Played well in the Division. 

 

Kameron Johnson, 5-6, PG, TTR (LA) - 2023   

Quick active PG with good floor vision. Shorty can drop dimes on the court always setting his teammates up 

in rhythm to score. Tough defender who can also finish plays himself at the rim. 

 

Regale Moore, 5-10, PG, TN Assassins (TN) - 2023  

Nice stroke with range to 3-point line. Slashing scorer, active defender, tough moves off the dribble who can 

finish at the rim. Solid half court vision. 

 

Derrick Nathan, 6-1, F, TN Assassins (TN) - 2023  

Athletic, good hands, active on the glass, solid catch and finish skills. Defends up or down, quick leaper, 

gets a lot pf put backs. Shows some perimeter handle, especially driving the ball from the wing to the rim or 

to stop and pop 10-12 feet. 

 

Horace Russell, 6-3, WF, NOVA 94 Feet (VA) - 2023  

Physical presence in the lane, good hands, solid on the glass, offensively not very polished yet but he can 

finish plays at the rim. Rushed some shots when he was closely guarded but did clean up a lot of his 

misses. 
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13U DIVISION I ALL AMERICAN – 3RD TEAM (Continues) 
 

Donald Stephens, 5-10, G, Dynasty Red (OR) - 2023  

Strong athletic player who scores it with ease off the dribble. Good half court vision, handles, good change 

of pace moves to create separation. Very skilled, poised young man, impressive on the offensive end of the 

floor. Solid defender and sneaky rebounder. One of the better performers in the Division. 

 

Tyler Ringgold, 6-3, F, TTR (LA) - 2023  

Runs floor well, solid finisher in transition. Rebounds, defends, and has a lot of physical skills. Catch and 

finish in traffic is decent. At times he rushes his shot on the catch but usually cleans up his own miss. 

 

Demarcus Singleton, 5-7, PG, TTR (LA) - 2023   

Quick active player who displayed good open court vision. A ball hawking defender whose quick hands 

created a lot of steals.  

 

Bryce Thorton 5-6, 1/2G, TSF Mack (GA) - 2023 
Silky smooth guard who is a natural scorer in the half court on all 3 levels-very quick off the bounce with 
long first step that leaves defender about 2 steps behind when he puts ball on the floor-did a good job of 
stepping into nice mid-range jumpers and was a streaky long ball shooter. Has major upside and should be 
a good player to keep your eye on in the future. P3 
 

Joshua Washington, 6-2, F, TTR (LA) – 2023 

Strong athletic baseline scorer, solid perimeter skills, should become full time wing. Active defender and 

rebounder, good hands and footwork. Inconsistent shooter right now because he gets to the rim so easily.  
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13U DIVISION I HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN  
(Players listed alphabetically) 

 
Jeffry Bohlinger 6-0, G ARC (CA) - 2023  
Really good size and should grow more into his frame-shoots the ball very well from the outside-hits open 
shots and floaters.  
 
Ryan Burroughs, 6-1, F/G, NJ Bulldogs (NJ) - 2023  

Athletic combo forward, defends multiple positions, solid handle, and athletic finisher from wing to baseline. 

Does a little bit of a lot of things, stat filler; Active defender and rebounder, high energy player. 

 

Christian Carden, 6-0, WG, Running Rebels BWSL (VA) - 2023  

Athletic, scores with the dribble or jump shot with range to 3-point line. Gets in the lane and can finish plays. 

Good size and athleticism for the position. Solid handle, active on the glass, capable defender.  

 

Malachi Chestnut, 5-10, 2G, GA Kings (GA) - 2023  

Athletic handler with good half court vision. Uses the dribble to create for himself or others. Tough 

competitor whose range extends to the 3- point line. Rebounds well from the guard spot. Played well in the 

Division. 

 

Chase Clemmons 5-5, G, TSF, Mack (GA) 2023  
Quick speedy little guard that attacks well out of pick and roll-really quick hands on defense and does a 
great job of moving his feet and staying in front of his man.  
 
Zachary Davidson, 6-5, F, ARC (CA) 2023  
A very skilled face up 4 man who scores well in the paint-good post moves and showed ability to knock 
down nice short jumper in pick and pop offense.  
 

Dylan Douangpharachanh, 5-5 WF-Dynasty Red (OR) 2023 
Solid athlete with good hands and runs the floor well-finishes at the rim in transition with both hands-plays 
with a good motor and high energy.  
 

Joseph Edwards, 5-10, G, TSF Elite (NJ/PA) - 2023  

Skilled player, handles, attacks with the dribble, good court vision and distribution skills. 3-point range on his 

shot, active defender. Played very, carried his team. 
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Ryan Hatcher, 5-0, PG, The Family (MI) - 2023 

Tough little player strokes the 3-pointer, uses the dribble to score or set up others, solid decision maker with 

the ball.  

 

Jacob Huggins, 6-3+, F, ARC (CA) – 2023 

Rangy young forward…Showed he could score from 12 Feet and in…Ran the floor extremely well…Played 

a little soft…But there’s no denying this young man has the look of a young prospects that’s going to grow 

another 3 to 4 inches. 

 

Demtrice Hurley, 5-9, PG, GA Kings (GA) - 2023  

Strong athlete, handles, distributes, and defends. Traditional pass first PG who does a good job running his 

team. 

 

Devin Johnson, 5-4, Carolina CAVS (NC) - 2023 
Solid handle, decent vision, 3-point range, very heady player who is at his best in transition using his 

quickness. Tough defender and a sneaky rebounder from the guard position. 

 

Donovan McKoy, 6-1, WF/G, Riverside the Church (NY) - 2023  

Athletic, finisher in transition, slashing scorer in the half court. Defends up or down, also can flash into the 

lane to score with quick moves. Active on the glass. 

 

Mackenzie Mgbako, 6-3, F, Riverside The Church (NY) - 2023  

Long, athletic, quick end to end, active on the glass. Keeps ball alive, defends, challenges shots, bouncy 

athlete. Mostly a catch and finish player on the post, hasn’t yet developed any low post moves yet. 

\ 

Vyctorius Miller, 5-11, WG, ARC (CA) - 2023 
Solid ball handler who scores well off the dribble. Very smooth player who doesn’t waster motion and effort-
good length. .  
 
Bennett McCormick, 6-0, F, Wisconsin Blizzard (WI) – 2023 
Very active in and around the glass/keeps possessions alive with his constant movement, jumping, and 
rebounding the basketball on both ends.  
 
Imeru McManus, 5-6, G, Team Different (NY) – 2023 
Very crafty ball handler that attacks well off the dribble and keeps defender guessing on where he is going 
Very high motor and is always moving and running on both ends of the floor.  
 

Michael Paris, 5-10, F/G, Kings Unlimited (NJ/PA) - 2023 

Strong athletic tweener, the lefty is a finisher at the rim with range 12-15 feet. Solid handle helps him create 

for others or score it himself. 

 

Solomon Mosley, 5-10, F, Swish Basketball (IL) - 2023 
Solid interior player who understands how to get position without fouling in the post-not super athletic but 
does an excellent job of scoring and rebounding by getting in great position.  
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Justin Powell, 6-0, F/G, CA Sports Academy (CA) - 2023  

High/Low skills, very active on the offensive glass, face up skills 12-15 feet. Runs the floor well, defends, 

high energy player. A little undersized for his skill set but his effort makes him effective. 

 
Naazir Robinson 5-5, 1/2G, Team Different (NY) – 2023 
High level ball handler with strong creating moves to get open for layups.  Has a solid feel for the game and 
does a really good job of knowing when to use his speed and when to slow down. Creates multiple scoring 
opportunities for his team or himself off dribble penetration.  
 
Langston Roger, 5-11, WG, Team Payne War Eagles (TN) - 2023 

Athletic scorer, tough kid, very hard to stop him off the dribble. Quick end to end player, active rebounder 

and defender.  3-point range finish off the dribble in traffic with both hands.  

 

Donald Stephens, 5-7, CG Dynasty Red (OR) 2023  
Big physically strong guard who is really-good attacking the basket off the dribble in the half court setting 
from about 20 feet out-has a wicked crossover dribble the he uses to change direction and get separation 
from defender anytime he needed to get to the basket.  

 
Matthew Stokes, 6-2, F, Team Payne War Eagles (TN) 2023 

Defends multiple positions from post to wing. Long armed athlete, quick end to end, catch and finish guy in 

the lane. 

 

Markel Townsend, 5-2, PG Carolina CAVS (NC) 
Heady, smart little PG: who makes good basketball decisions with the ball in his hand-good leadership and 
floor general. 
 
Kelton Smith Jr., 6-1, C, GA Kings (GA) - 2023  

Beefy post player with strong hands and good footwork. Not very vertical but knows how to use his body to 

create space and scoring opportunities. Catch and finish player down low who also gets a lot of put backs. 

Active rebounder and defender. 

 
Daniel Staskunas 5-5, G, Wisconsin Blizzard (WI) – 2023 
Does a good job of moving without the basketball and allowing it to find him in open spots for catch and 
shoot jumpers-did a really good job of knocking down open shots when he is in rhythm.  
 
Kyle Walters, 6-1, WF/G, TSF Mack (GA) 2023 

Solid handle from the wing position, decent floor vision, solid entry passer to the post, mid-range to 3-point 

line on shot. Sneaky rebounder who can finish plays on the baseline. Capable defender and rebounder. 

 

Justice Watts, 5-10, WG, Kings Unlimited (NJ/PA) - 2023  

Athletic slashing scorer with solid handle. Excels in transition as a finisher or distributor. In the half-court 

offense, he uses his ball skills and quickness to score. Big time defender. 
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13U DIVISION II 13U ALL AMERICAN – 1st TEAM 
 
Daniel Fernandez, 5-5, PG, Miami Impact (FL) – 2023 
Arguably the #1 Overall player/best player in the Division II bracket.  Was hard to guard with just one 
defender when he had the ball in his hands. Plays under control and with good fell for speed, pace, time and 
possession. Attacks very well and aggressively off the dribble but can knock down deep ball, pull up for mid-
range jumper, on get all the way to the rim.  Really tough for defense to know what he was going to do.  
Great feel for the game and did a really good job of controlling the game and not allowing teams to speed 
him up or force him into bad decisions or trouble.  
 
Grant Gondrezick, 5-10, G, Swish Basketball (IL) - 2023  
#3 Overall Prospect…Athletic combo guard who handles, distributes the rock, and scores in bunches from 
all over the court. Kid has a lot of offensive tools in his toolbox. Really strokes the 3 when he gets it going, 
knocked down several big shots at crucial points throughout the event. Solid defender with good feel for the 
game.  
 
Kahdir Linson 6-1, F, T-Town Ballers (NJ) – 2023 
Good in transition with the ball in his hands-pushes it up the floor and setups easy transition buckets-
rebounds well on both ends of the floor-big body player with good hands but no defended position yet.  
Kahdir brings a lot of versatility to the floor.  
 
Kelton Smith Jr.  6-1 C GA Kings (GA) - 2023 
#2 Overall Prospect…Beefy post player with strong hands and good footwork. Not very vertical but knows 
how to use his body to create space and scoring opportunities. Catch and finish player down low who also 
gets a lot of put backs. Active rebounder and defender.  
 
Torrey Brooks, 6-4, C, WGB (TN) - 2023  
#4 Overall Prospect…Big body defensive lineman style player that clogs up the lane on defense and is 
hard to move. Did a great job of rebounding on both ends in his area and used his size and strength well to 
get good low post positions for easy put back baskets.  
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13U DIVISION II ALL AMERICAN – 2ND TEAM 
 
Michael Boisselle 5-8, PG, T-Town Ballers (NJ) – 2023 
Plays the game a good pace and speed. Good ball handling skills on floor leader who did a great job of 
making plays and good decisions with his passes and running his team.  
 
Ryan Burroughs, 6-1, F, NJ Bulldogs (NJ) - 2023  

Athletic combo forward, defends multiple positions, solid handle, and athletic finisher from wing to baseline. 

Does a little bit of a lot of things, stat filler…Active defender and rebounder and high energy player. 

 
Malachi Chestnut 5-10, G, GA Kings (GA) – 2023 
Athletic handler with good half court vision. Uses the dribble to create for himself or others. Tough 
competitor whose range extends to the 3-point line. Rebounds well from the guard spot.  
 
Phillip Lawrence, 5-4, 2/1G, CP Evolution (NY) – 2023 
Really smart ball player who has a great feel for the game-plays with good speed and pace on both ends-
did a good job of facilitating and controlling the flow of the game-shot the ball very well from deep with 
consistency and range-showed that he can move over and play a little point guard and become a solid 
distributor.  
 
Justin Powell 6-1, WG, CAL Sports Academy (PA) - 2023  
Really good ball handler for his size- Used his dribble well to create space and scoring opportunities at the 
rim. Plays with his head up and looks to make the right pass and play each time down the court.  
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13U DIVISION II HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN  
(Players listed alphabetically) 

 
David Aleandre, 5-7, WG, Stack Beast (NJ) – 2023 
Really good slasher that attacks the basket well preferably on the baseline.  Uses straight line drives to get 
to the rim for lay ups-understands how to use his speed along with his dribble to get to the basket with a 
quick 1st step.  

 
Dylan Blair, 4-8, CG, WE R1 (DE) – 2023 
A solid combo guard who puts a lot of pressure on the defense whit his constant attacking off the dribble.  
Can get to the best with slick ball handling and finishes well.  
 
Markus Dixon, 6-1, F, Kings Unlimited (NJ/PA) - 2023  

Strong athletic player who impacts the game on both ends of the floor. Attacks the offensive glass, tough 

finisher in transition. Big time motor catch and finish scorer at the rim.  

 
Bryce Flowers, 5-5, F/G, WE R1 (DE) – 2023 
Plays very hard and gets to the basketball on rebounds and put backs.  
 
Tyler Flowers, 4-8 PG, WE R1 (DE) – 2023 
Very smart floor leader who made good decisions and plays with the basketball-dies a really good job of 
rebounding and running his team. Hit clutch shots when his team needs a bucket.  
 
Anthony Follett, 5-6, G, HEAT Elite (NY) – 2023 
Solid shooting guard who shoots the ball well off the dribble-has really good length and strength-shoots the 
ball with a smooth shooting stroke and is a solid ball handler to help open up his mid-range game. 
 
Demtrice Hurley 5-9, PG, GA Kings (GA) – 2023 
Strong athlete, handles, distributes, and defends. Traditional pass first PG who does a good job running his 
team. 
 

Ryan Hatcher, 5-0, PG, The Family (MI) - 2023  

Tough little player strokes the 3-pointer, uses the dribble to score or set up others, solid decision maker with 

the ball.  

 

Maxon Lucas, 6-4, F, Grand Sachems 13U Corey (CT) – 2023 
Strong post player with high motor and constant motion-good hands and good footwork.  
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Matthew Mairena, 5-5, F/G, Thunder 7th Select Gold (FL) – 2023 
Shoots it well from outside and did a good job of getting good deep dribble penetration of the zones and 
scoring in traffic.  
 
Rhodia Perry, V 5-7 G Grand Sachems 13U Corey (CT) – 2023 
High basketball IQ-displayed a good understanding and feel for the game from the lead guard spot-scores 
well off the dribble and did a good job of passing the ball to open teammates.  
 
Justin Powell, 6-0, WF, CA Sports Academy (CA) – 2023 

High/Low skills, very active on the offensive glass, face up skills 12-15 feet. Runs the floor well, defends, 

high energy player. A little undersized for his skill set but his effort makes him effective. 

 
Michael Paris, 5’10+, F, Kings Unlimited (NJ/PA) - 2023  

Strong athletic tweener, the lefty is a finisher at the rim with range 12-15 feet. Solid handle helps him create 

for others or score it himself. 

 
Cameron Snowden, 5-7, F, NJ Bulldogs Blue (NJ) – 2023 
Loves to bang and bump inside doing the dirty work-plays through contact and finishes well with both hands 
around the rim through contact.  
 
Kelton Smith Jr. 6’1+, C, GA Kings (GA) - 2023  

Beefy post player with strong hands and good footwork. Not very vertical but knows how to use his body to 

create space and scoring opportunities. Catch and finish player down low who also gets a lot of put backs. 

Active rebounder and defender. 

 

Donivon Thomas, 6-0, C, WGB 2023 (TN) - 2023 
Very long, thin rebounder who keeps the ball up high and away from smaller defenders-makes great outlet 
passes to initiate the transition fast break. Good solid post defensive presences.  
 

Justice Watts 5-10, WG, Kings Unlimited (NJ/PA) - 2023 

Athletic slashing scorer with solid handle. Excels in transition as a finisher or distributor. In the half-court 

offense he uses his ball skills and quickness to score. Big time defender. 
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7TH GRADE ALL AMERICAN – 1ST TEAM 
 
Joachim Ametepe, 6-3, WG, FL United (FL) - 2023  
Overall #6 Prospect…Very athletic finisher, kid really gets off his feet quickly. Handles in transition to 
create shots for himself or passing opportunities for others. So athletic that he can get a bit OC at times 
trying to make the spectacular play. Rim protector who blocks shots with emphasis. High-level defender of 
multiple positions, and a relentless rebounder. Displayed comfortable range on shot 12-15 feet. Stroke looks 
fluid so adding range should not be a problem.  
 
Matthew Bowley 6-6, WF, F, United (FL) – 2023 
Overall #1 Prospect…Very fluid athlete who has a variety of skills. Handles is a solid distributor and has 
15-17-foot range on his shot. Is a take-charge player on the floor and has a solid understanding of the 
game…Bouncy athlete who will throw it down! Still playing on raw talent and abilities but the ceiling is very 
high. Has potential to be a strong combo guard as he develops and learns to properly play the game to his 
natural strengths.  Clearly one of the best prospects at the event.  
 
Ryan Bowley, 6-6, F, FL United (FL) – 2023 
Overall #2 Prospect…Runs the floor like a deer, very active on the glass and impacts the game as a shot 
blocker. Very explosive off the floor. Good hands and footwork in the paint, especially his pivot and drop 
step moves. Can step out 12-15 feet and shows solid handle to score or pass the ball. Plays with a lot of 
emotion that he will need to learn to control a little better. Kid has a very high ceiling just like his brother.  
 
Jaylen Curry, 5-9, CG, CP3 (NC) - 2023   
Overall #4 Prospect…Super crafty, lefty guard that is very explosive off the dribble-does and great job of 
penetrating and bating his man off the dribble to finishes very effectively at the rim over bigger defenders.  
Loves to attack from the left side of the floor and going left, which is his strong hand but very hard to stop 
him even when you know where he is going.  
 
Vashon Ferguson, 5-11, G, ATL Express (GA) - 2023 
Overall #3 Prospect…Long athletic player who handles, distributes and scores consistently from two 
levels. Very active defender uses both hands to finish at the rim and has solid open court vision. Pure scorer 
on all 3 levels of the floor with ease.  
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7TH GRADE ALL AMERICAN – 1ST TEAM (Continues) 
 
Aden Holloway 5-7, F, CP3 2023 (NC) – 2023 
Overall #7 Prospect…Super athletic forward with high motor and explodes of the ground with his jump-loves 
to finish above the rim in transition and will attack basket in straight line drive from high post.  
 
Frankquon Sherman 6-3, WF, ATL Express (GA) – 2023 
Overall #10 Prospect…Athletic lefty who was very active on the glass. Very quick leaper had a few plays 
where out of nowhere he went up and tried to dunk on people’s heads. Good hands and footwork, good 
passer from the blocks and high post. Changes end very quickly. Looked good leading his team into the 
championship bracket.  

 

7TH GRADE ALL AMERICAN – 2ND TEAM 

 

Nygel Anderson, 6-3, WF, Competitive Edge (VA) - 2023  

Active lefty who displayed a soft touch 15-17 feet, good hands and feet, and changes ends quickly. Solid rim 

protector, active on the glass, good passer off the block or from high post. Catch and finish scorer in the 

post who also showed solid back to basket scoring. Young man was impressive. Potential top 15- talent in 

the Division. 

 
Kaleb Brown, 6-0, PG, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 2023 
A big-time bi tong body guard who has a really good feel for the game-high basketball IQ-not super quick or 
athletic above the rim but has good change of speed and direction with his dribble to keep defense off 
balance Does a great job of controlling his team and looking over defenders to make passes and plays.  
One of the best players this week in this Division.  
 
Jurrion Dickey, 6-0, G, Black Top Ballas (NC) - 2023 

Strong explosive athlete. Excelled in the open court. Good half court floor vision displayed 3-point range on 

shot, solid handle and was an active defender. 

 
Anthony Floyd, 5-7, PG, FL Takeover (FL) - 2023 

Quick athletic player who score effectively with the dribble or the jump shot. For his size he is fearless taking 

the ball inside amongst the trees and finds way to score. Good floor vision, tricky handles and good instincts 

make him effective. Kid is a competitor. 

 

Jayden Hastings, 6-5, C, East Orlando Blazers Black (FL) - 2023  

Long athletic shot blocker who runs the floor like a deer. Offensively he is still a work in progress, but he 

catches the ball keeps it up high and goes right to the rim off the catch. Kid is skinny as a rail and with 

increased strength he will be finishing plays with dunks. Was previously evaluated at the 14U Nationals 

playing up in Orlando. 
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7TH GRADE ALL AMERICAN – 2ND TEAM (Continues) 
 

Jaylen Jones, 6-3, F, Black Top Ballas (NC) - 2023 

Strong athletic player who was a presence on the defensive end. Good hands, solid finisher, quick end to 

end player.  

 
Jaylen Smith 5-8, G, FL United (FL) - 2023   
Solid handler who can flat out shoot the basketball. Range extends to deep 3-point land but also knocks 
down the mid-range shot off the catch or dribble. More 2G then PG now but is a tough defender with an 
adequate handle. 
 

Tyheim Williams, 6-1, C, FL Takeover (FL) - 2023  

Wide body kid with good hands and feet. Although he plays below the rim he knows how to use his body to 

create scoring opportunities where he finishes plays. Solid defender and rebounder. 

 

Harvey Wilson, 6-2, WF, FL Takeover (FL) - 2023  

Long athletic competitor. Defensive presence as a rim protector, active rebounder. Solid perimeter skills 

which may make him a full-time wing with continued work. Can drive the ball and finish at rim. Defends up or 

down.  

 

Brent Wright Jr., 6-2, F, Garner Road Bulldogs Coleman (NC) – 2023  

Fundamentally sound skilled baseline forward. Good hands, footwork, with nice moves around the basket to 

score, can step out 12-15 feet and face up to drive or pull up. Good understanding of how to play. 

 

7TH GRADE ALL AMERICAN – 3RD TEAM 
 
Kristopher Ratcliff, 6-1, WF, Central Florida Suns, Bush (FL) – 2023 
“Really Really” active player who runs the floor well from end to end.  Did an excellent job of out working his 
opponent on each play-moves his feet well on defense and always seemed to be in good position and 
balanced to either block or alter shots without fouling. 
 
Shajn Becton, 6-3, F, Garner Road Bulldogs Coleman (NC) - 2023  

Athletic baseline player with good quick moves to score in the lane. Showed nice drop step and reverse 

pivot moves to score. Active defender and rebounder. Quick end to end player. 

 
Ruudvan Joseph, 6-2, WF, Expressions (MA) - 2023  

Lefty was very active on the offensive glass. Quick end to end player who rebounds and defends. Catch and 

finish guy in the lane. Has a knack for being in the right place at the right time. 
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Riley Williams, 6-1, WF, Excel (WA) - 2023  

Offensively he has some skills. Kid can handle, shows solid floor vision and can use the dribble to create his 

own shot in the mid-range area. Also drove the ball to the rim effectively. Might be a half step slow but was 

crafty enough to be effective. Decent defender and rebounder. 

 
Jayden Clemons-Wayne, 6-4, C, Excel (WA) - 2023  

Active on the glass, defensive presence. Keeps the ball high and finishes plays off the catch. Not the most 

explosive kid but he plays with strength. Good passer out of the post, moves well around the lane. Gets a lot 

of put backs. 

 

Kjei Parker, 5-11, WF, Lakeland Fire, (FL) - 2023 

Strong athletic guard who scores off the dribble or with the jump shot to the 3-point line. Uses strength and 

physicality to get to the rim with ease. Kid loves to mash the gas pedal and play downhill. Tough on ball 

defender. 

 

Michael Brown 5-10, F, KT Kings 7th Grade (FL) – 2023 
Really good 2-way player who can face up and score with his back to the basket-rebounds well on both 
ends and can defend the post or quicker guards.  
 
Evan Shields, 6-3, F, Cincinnati Royals White (OH) – 2023 
Really good-looking post player who will more than likely end up playing on the wing at the next level.  
Showed that he can play with his back to the basket or face up and drive to basket. Has a strong low post 
package of offensive moves, which he uses to score on slower and bigger post players.  Loves to go over 
his left shudder when around the basket.  
 
Matisse Goyens 6-2, WF, BWSL Select (VA) – 2023 
Really good-looking big guard who has good size and strength.  Had a nagging injury that limited him in the 
Final Four game but showed great signs and abilities to score in the mid-range level.   
 
Adam Zalmai, 6-1, WF, Bay Area Wildcats (CA) - 2023  

Fundamentally sound baseline player. Active rebounder, defends, competes on both ends of the floor. Solid 

pivot moves in low post with ability to finish the play. Showed he was comfortable handling the ball out on 

the perimeter and displayed good passing ability. 
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7TH GRADE HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN  
(Players listed alphabetically) 

 
Bradley Boucher 5-3, G, Lake Worth Pride (FL) – 2023 
A nice little guard who plays with a little chip on his shoulder=puts a lot of pressure on the defense with his 
dribble penetration and finishes well at the rim though traffic and contact.  Good foul shooter. P2 
 
Marus Burton, 5-3, PG, Five Star Life (IN) – 2023 
A quick crafty ball handler who uses his speed and quickness to change directions off the dribble and keep 
defense off balance.  Gets to t the rim comfortably off the bound and scores with ease. A very streaky 
outside shooter.  
 
Samuel Brannen, 5-7, PG, BWSL Select (VA) – 2023 
A very poised PG that played under control and didn’t seem to get too rattled-Played with good speed and 
pace and makes good decisions with the ball in his hand-solid ball handler who can get to the rim off the 
bund and well as keeping the defense honest by knocking down open jump shot if you play off him  
 
Christopher Contreras, 6-3, WF, Central Florida Suns Bush (FL) – 2023 
Good athleticism but still somewhat raw on the offensive end-runs the floor well and did a really god job of 
rebounding and protecting the paint.  
 
Oshae Fernanders, 5-8, PF, Team Bond (NC) – 2023 
Little quick guard who is a strong ball handling and floor general. Good touch and form on his jump shot and 
sets up his teammates well with his dribble penetration on the draw and dish.  
 
Anthony Floyd 5-5, PG, Florida Takeover (FL) – 2023 
Lightening quick guard who scores well off the dribble.  
 
Jordan Gartrell, 5-6, PG, OTOO (FL) – 2023 
Lightening quick PG that loves to use his speed under control with his dribble to push the ball up the floor 
before the defense can get set. Makes good decision on the break and passed the ball well in half court 
sets. 
 
Joseph Garwood, 4-7, PG, Five Star Life (IN) – 2023 
A small deadly spot up shooter who has deep ball ranger and shots it with confidence.  Moves well without 
the basketball.  
 
Derrick Green 6-3, C, CP3 2023 (NC) – 2023 
Big post that does a good job of establishing low post position and scores well around the basket.  
.  
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Ryan Hite, 5-9, G, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 2023 
Another strong 3 pt. shooter who knocks down open 3’s and does a really good job of moving without the 
basketball-lethal left-handed shooter that knows and understands his role.  
 
Tyler Jamison, 5-8, F, MWA Elite 2023 (MI) - 2023 
Grabs rebounds and pushes it up the floor with solid ball handling and passing skills. Displayed a nice little 
mid-range pull up when he could not get all the way to the rim.  
 
Brayden Mahaffey 5-4, F, Dayton Airmen (OH) – 2023 
A knock down shooter with a good-looking form and mechanics-shoots it well off the catch. Knocks down 
the dribble pull up when defenders are running out on him. Brayden is just too quick to chase him off the 3-
pt. line.  
 
Amori McLeod, 6-0, F, As One Elite (NC) – 2023 
Long skinny kid that runs the floor like a deer-did a solid job of rebounding in his area and blocking shots-
high motor. 
 
William Otto 5-4, G, Garner Road Bulldogs-Coleman (NC) – 2023 
Solid ball handler who makes smart easy plays and keeps possession of the basketball-passes well and 
knocks down open shots on offense. 
 
Jayden Owens, 5-4, G, KT Kings 7th Grade (FL) – 2023 
Good size and feel for the game at this age-did a really good job of getting in position to set up jump shots 
and attack gaps off dribble penetration-solid ball handler.  
 
Draven Pilson 6-1, F, As One Elite (NC) – 2023 
A very thin, lanky kid who has not started to fill out yet but shows good potential as a solid player.  Did a 
good job all week of protecting the rim and painted area with his length to block and alter shots.  
 
Josiah Richards, 5-9, F, Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 2023 
Rebounds well on both ends of the floor and runs the floor well for a big man-attacks well off the dribble and 
finishes well in transitions-showed that he can catch the ball on the move and score in traffic.  
 
Jalill Rogers, 6-0, F, Tem Bond (NC) – 2023 
A very quick, athletic slasher who looks to attack the rim-plays through contact and finished well about the 
rim with both hands. 
 
Jordan Silva, 4-10, PG, Bay Area Wildcats (CA) – 2023 
Quick release on his jump shot with textbook form-knocks down shots with ease up to about 20 feet out.  
 
Deaghan Sullivan 5-5, F/G, Five Star Life (IN) – 2023 
Good feel for the game and a solid ball handler who made good decision and scored the ball well in 
transition.  
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Will Svendsen 5-5, PG, Cincinnati Royals White (OH) - 2023 
Solid ball handler and great court vision, which he used to make solid, passes for open scoring opportunities 
and shots for teammates.  
 
Jamal Hager-Tejada, 5-7, 1/2G, Florida Takeover (FL) – 2023 
Scoring guard who looks to penetrate and attack basket or knock down jump shots off the dribble.  
 
Tony Wade, 5-4, G, Lake Worth Pride (FL) – 2023 
A long-range shooter who does a good job of spotting up for open 3’s.  Moved well without the basketball 
and did a good job of running defender off screens.  
 
Jeff Wall 5-8, F, Dayton Airmen (OH) – 2023 
Athletic forward with a quick 1st step-a good slasher and finishers around the basket.  
 
Mekhal Walker 5-4, G, MWA Elite (MI) – 2023  
Plays with his head up and in attack mode-used the dribble well to create space for open jump shot for 
teammates.  
 
Sam Walker 6-2, C, Dayton Airman (OF) – 2023 
A big body post player who scores well over his right shoulder.  
 
Kenneth Williams, 5-7, PG Team Loaded 757 (VA) – 2023 
Very aggressive on the offensive end and looks to put pressure on the defense by stretching the zone with 
his long-range shooting.  
 
Harvey Wilson 6-3, F, Florida Takeover (FL) – 2023 
Long active post that runs the floor well and Get his hands on lots of loose balls and rebounds in the paint. 
Makes great outlet passes off the defensive glass and was a good post defender who altered a lot of shots 
in the paint.  
 
Brent Wright, Jr. 5-7, WF, Garner Road Bulldogs-Coleman (NC) – 2023 
Did a really good job of scoring the basketball in the 12-15-foot range off the bounce and catch.  
 
Adam Zaimai, 5-4, G, Bay Area Wildcats (CA) – 2023 
Long rangy forward who plays hard on both ends of the floor-high motor and high energy-did a good job of 
attacking the basket from the high post-moves his feet well on defense and blocks shots.  
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14U DIVISION I ALL-AMERICAN 1ST TEAM 
 
Andrew Alia, 6-2, SG, Ray Allen Select Milwaukee (WI) – 2020 
#8 Prospect…Really good size for a guard at the high school level-solid ball handler who uses his dribble 
well to create shoots off the bounce or slash to the basket.  Scores well in the mid- range area but showed 
that he can knock down the long ball with ease-plays under control and does not try to force much-solid 
passer as well.  
 
Zaire Baines 6-0, PG, Seaford Heat (NY) - 2022 
#1 Prospect…Clearly the best player this week. Has really improved his game from last year by adding the 
jump shot. A very strong, physical guard with a super strong basketball IQ.  Knows how to play the game 
the right way and is always under control and poised.  Uses his dribble well to get by defenders and then 
applies his strength to hold them off as he finishes at the rim.  The added jump shot, which is very 
consistent from about 20 feet out, makes him impossible to deal with.  He can score off the dribble or the 
catch.  Never seems to force shots.  
 
Jeffery Brazziel 6-2, WG, Ray Allen Select Milwaukee (WI) - 2020 
#5 Prospect…Super athletic lefty who is very bouncy and wiry-plays with high energy and motor and is 
constantly moving-super quick 1st off the dribble and very tough for defenders to stay in front of him-attacks 
the rim well off the dribble and finishes well above the rim with both hands  

 

Quinn Clark 6’5 WF Team Ultimate (VA) - 2022 
#3 Prospect…Offensively very skilled wing who can score from all three levels effectively-can put up points 
in bunches and quick spurts. Solid defender and developing a more consistent jump shot…Potential High 
Major prospect.  
 
Travis Cobain, 5-3, G, Rhode Island Magic (RI) – 2022 
#10 Prospect…This kid was a joy to watch all week-he played with absolutely no fear and never shied 
away from the rough play or competition-hits open shots in rhythm and a great shooting form, good court 
vision and makes plays for himself and teammates-uses his dribble well to create space and separation for 
pull up, step back, and off the bounce jump shots. Real crafty ball handler.  
 
Manuel Hernandez 6-3, F, SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) - 2022 
#9 Prospect…A strong, physical post player that plays hard and loves to bang and bruise inside for easy 
put backs and rebounds. Is comfortable playing through contact and finishes well with both hands around 
the rim.  
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14U DIVISION I ALL-AMERICAN 1ST TEAM (Continues) 
 
George Marshall 6-3 WG Jackson Pride (MS) - 2022 
#4 Prospect…Very athletic scorer who can score at will and on any size defender; very versatile offensive 
player who displayed the ability to score inside and outside at all 3 levels-currently at his best attacking the 
defender and basket but is more than capable of knocking down the outside shot-played with a lot of 
passion and emotion and seems to love to compete-scored well over either shoulder and finished strong 
through contact-attacked bigger players off the dribble and got to the rim with ease…Potential High Major 
prospect.  
 
Julian Phillips, 6-6, F, Capital City Vipers (SC) – 2020 
#2 Prospect…Very long framed kid that is starting to grow more into his body and frame-extremely active 
and productive in and around the lane on the offensive end. He gets his hands on everything within 15 feet 
of the basket on both ends of the floor.  Very quick first step when facing up other post players. Uses his 
length well to get rebounds and to score around the basket…Potential High Major prospect. 
 
David Solomon 6-6 F Team Ultimate (VA) - 2022 
#5 Prospect…Very athletic post player that is starting to play more with an edge and physical presence. 
Strong rim protector who uses a quick leaping ability to get rebounds and blocks shots-has good hands and 
catches well in traffic on the move and through contact-finishes all shots with force by dunking the ball or 
attempting to dunk it and getting to the line…Potential High Major prospect. 
 
Ramirez Taylor, 5-6, PG, Go L1ve (MO) - 2022 
#7 Prospect…A natural born scoring guard who is super quick and very hard to guard off the dribble.  
Probably the best one on one scorer we saw all week off the dribble. Keeps his dribble low and tight and 
attacks rim with straight line drives.  
 
Nicholas Townsend 6’1 F SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) - 2022  
#9 Prospect…Quick guard who uses his speed and dribble well to beat defenders down court in transition 
for easy buckets-showed that he can score off the dribble or the catch and nice mid-range pull up jump 
shots.  
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14U DIVISION I ALL-AMERICAN 2ND TEAM 
 
Jaden Daughtry, 6-2, G, VA Havoc (VA) - 2022 
Nice solid frame for wing player on the high school level-showed solid ball handling in the half court 
structure and a good understanding of the game. Long, lefty, slasher who did a good job of attacking and 
finishing around the rim all week.  
 
Kedric Dixon, Jr. 5-5, G, Jackson Pride (MS) – 2022 
Strong, compact little guard who plays very physical and always in attack mode off the bounce. Gets to the 
rim very well with dribble penetration and rebounds well for a player his size. Very dangerous in transition. 
 
Kamar Goudelock, 6-0, PG, Unit Promise (NJ) – 2022 
Solid lead guard that uses his dribble very effectively on the offensive end-makes really good basketball 
decisions out of the pick and roll-keeps his head up and makes good passes and plays for himself and 
others.  
 
Riley Mulvey, 6-5, F, City Rocks (NY) 2022  
Shows confidence with his mid-range shot, and with strength we look for Riley range to stretch out more. 
Riley possesses good hands, pit bill effort rebounding the ball, and above average athlete at his size. 
 
Terrance McClendon, 6-0, PG, Ray Allen Select Milwaukee (WI) - 2022 
Big PG with really good size and strength-passes the ball well and sees the floor at a much more advanced 
level than his age. Good basketball IQ and floor general.  
 
Jack Rose, 5-11, G, Ray Allen Select Milwaukee (WI) – 2022 
Shoots the cover off the basketball-can knock down shots from anywhere on the floor within 22 feet. Really 
good and catch and shoot and showed that he can put it on the floor and get to the rim and finish or knock 
down mid-range jumpers off of 2 dribble pull ups.  
 
Jordan Flynn, 6-3, WF, Tampa Black (FL) - 2022  
Intriguing looking prospect. High ceiling and very skilled. Exceptional passer. Slim frame but uses body 
control to get around defenders to score. Lacks strength at this age but body looks it can gain more pounds. 
Has a chance to be a very exceptional player with growth and development. 
 
Nicholas Townsend, 6-3, F, SK Elite All Stars (KY) - 2022 
Big forward was a monster rebounding and baseline scorer and finisher through contact…If he ever 
develops a perimeter game LOOK OUT! 
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14U DIVISION I ALL-AMERICAN 3RD TEAM 

 
Noah Best 5-9, G, SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) – 2022 
Tough, strong guard who plays bigger and is good at attacking the rim and drawing fouls.  
 
Aaron Davis, 6-4, WF, Seaford Heat (NY) – 2022 
Showed confidence with his mid-range shot and developing into a strong wing player on the high school 
level. Showed that he can space the floor with his shot and create space for himself to get his jump shot off. 
 
Kam Craft 6-2, G, Mac Irvin Fire (IL) - 2022  
Pure jump shooter with good-looking rotation on his shot-nice form and release-did a really good job of 
knocking down open shots in transition and off the catch and shoot in the flow of the offense. Starting to 
develop better ball handling skills and attacking the defense off the dribble. Finished well at the rim through 
contact when he did attack off the bounce.  
 
Dorian Finister 5-8, G, LA Premier/For Christ Disciples (LA) – 2022 
Shifty guard with solid ball handling skills…very good court vision and basketball IQ-did a really good job of 
running his team and finding open teammates for easy baskets.  
 
K. Nicholas Harrell 6-4 F Mac Irvin Fire (IL) - 2022 
A long, athletic frame wing player who moves very well without the all0ran the floor well in transition and 
displayed good footwork and good hands-caught the ball well on the move and in transition and was able to 
finish on the move.  
 
Abdulh Diaby 5-11, G, Georgia Stars 2022 DW (GA) - 2022 
Long, lanky kid with solid ball handling skills-did a good job of using his dribble to get into the lane to finish 
thru contact.  
 
Sean Garcia-Lee 5-9 CG-SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) – 2022 
Smooth ball handler who did a really good job of being crafty with his dribble and keeping the defense off 
balance. Got to the basket with ease and scored lots of high percentage shots. 
 
 Jayden Neff, 5-7, PG, LA Broncos 14 (LA) – 2022 
A smart PG that does a really good job of running his team and getting them in set plays with good speed 
and pace-keeps his head up and makes good decisions with his passing and playmaking skills-always 
looking to hit the open man for easy buckets.  
 
DeMarcus Williams, 6-1, F, Georgia Stars DW 2022 DW (GA) - 2022 
Strong very good athlete who plays very hard with a high motor-plays through contact with physicality-did a 
good job of sealing his man under the rim for easy scoring opportunities without getting his shot blocked 
also good rebounder. 
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14U DIVISION I HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN  
(Players listed alphabetically) 

 
Joel Baez, 6-1, G, SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) – 2022 
Athletic wing who puts pressure on defense with his dribble in transitions-keeps defenders on their heels, 
solid passer off the dribble, good feel for the game-a team first type guy who does a lot of little things like 
rebounding, diving on floor for loose balls, defends best opposing player, etc. to help team win games.  
 
Shawn Battle, 5-5, G, Team Big Dreams (PA) - 2022  
A crafty little lefty guard who plays with lots of swag-scores very well off the dribble using straight line drive 
dribble penetration-showed that he can finish well at the rim with either hand and through contact.  
 
Jack Bleier, 6-2, SG, City Rocks (NY) – 2022 
Sees the court well, really good size at the guard spot, uses both hands effectively - stronger with the left 
and shoots it left, good decision maker. Shows maturity and floor generalship. Potential to be a college 
prospect.  
 
Anthony Boffa 5-7, PG, Team Big Dreams (PA) - 2022  
Good looking lefty 3 pt. shooter with god hands and good shooting form-did a really good job of spotting up 
for open shots and creating space to get his shots off.  
 
Edward Cohen 5-2, G, Capital City Viper (SC) – 2022 
Can flat out shoot the cover off the basketball-high release point on his shot-knocks down open jump shots 
when feet are set but scores well off the bounce when going right and pulls up-knows how to get open and 
use screens for his shot.  
 
Jaydon Davis, 5-7, G, Bigshots Elite (NC) - 2022  
Strong ball handler who makes good decisions with the basketball looks to attack the rim strong from the 
high post. 
 
Ethan Dias, 6-0, F, Rhode Island Magic (RI) - 2022 
Physical post player who is not afraid of mixing it up on the inside-hunts the basketball-rebounds very well in 
and out of his area-always seems to be in great position to get rebounds even though he is not the fastest of 
most athletic player on the court.  
 
Brady Dunlap, 5-7, G, Bigshots Elite NC - 2022  
Good looking shooting guard who knocks down open shots off the catch.  
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Justin Glover, 5-6, PG, City Rocks (NY) – 2022 
Fearless guard, plays bigger than height, always working to the push the ball and get out transition. 
 
Alex Gonzalez, 5-10, F, Team Swoop Supreme (FL) - 2022 
Big-time shooter moves without the ball and around screens well. Awkward release on jump shot but he 
knocks down perimeter jumper consistently. 
 
Christian Harmon, 6-1, G, Unit Promise (NJ) – 2022 
Good-size shoots the balls very well in rhythm-attacks well with the dribble to get off the mid-range pull up.  
 
Sean Garcia-Lee, 5-9, G, SK Elite All Stars (KY) – 2022 
Possesses excellent body control going to the rim. Solid driver going to his left hand (but right-handed). 
 
Kevin Pazmino 5-8, G, Team Swoop Supreme (FL) – 2022 
Tough guard. Made a lot of difficult shots.  
 
Victor Pharr, 5-8, G, City Rocks (NY) – 2022 
Tough guard. Real solid at attacking the rim and drawing fouls.  
 
Mason Sheffield, 5-7, WF, Team M.O.A. M 2022 (FL) – 2022 
Active, athletic wing player that did a great job of constantly attacking and slashing to the rim off the dribble.  
Very quick and explosive when attacking basket from about 17 feet out.  
 
Jonathan Starling, 6-1, F, City Rocks (NY) - 2022 
Long arms and ran the lanes well and scored off the dribble and hit the mid-range jumper. 
 
Shawn Walker, 5-10, WF Georgia Stars DW (GA) - 2022  
Nice athletic frame plays hard on both ends of the floor-does a good job of attacking the basket off the 
dribble from 20 feet out-finishes strong through contact at the rim. 
 
Zatai Townsend, 5-9, SG, SK Elite All Stars (KY) - 2022 
Big-time shooter; Possesses solid size…Ball handling is a work in progress. But there’s no denying Zatai 
can really shoot the ball...Consistently strokes the 17-footer throughout the national’s tournament. 
 
Nasir Griffin, 5-9, F, Team Big Dreams (PA) – 2022 
Long arms, rebounds well in his areas and gets lot of puts back and easy buckets using his length and size 
to reach and jump over defenders.  
 
Jeffarie Landry 6-1, C, LA Premier/For Christ Disciples (LA) – 2022 
Very active and athletic for his size-strong post presence in and around the basket-plays a nice physical 
bump and bang old school big man game in the paint-moves well latterly and seems to always be on 
balance and in position-good rebounder in his area. 
 
Joseph Medin, 6-1, C, Riverside Hawks (NY) - 2022 
Big football body kid with soft hands and good feet-scored well in the low post and did a great job of carving 
out space and help create clear driving lanes for smaller quicker guards.  
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Keishawn Pulley, Jr. 5-9, F, VA Havoc (VA) – 2022 
Good size and length for a young guard-displayed that he can knock down open jump shots with 
consistency-has good shooting form with nice elevation and high release point on shot. 
 
Brandon Rodgers, 5-11, WF, LA Broncos 14 (LA) – 2022 
Very athletic, long arms and frame forward who did a great job of getting to the rim off the dribble. Can step 
out to about 17 feet and knock down open jump shots in rhythm.  
 
Ronny Raphael 5-5, SF, Team Big Dreams (PA) – 2022 
Really quick and crafty off the dribble-uses quickness and speed well on both ends of the floor-did a good 
job of using change of direction to keep defenders off balance-scores well at the rim with both hams-strong 
ball handler  
 
Andrew Ress 5-1, G, Mac Irvin Fire (IL) – 2022 
Really good-looking PG with good size for his age. Did a really good job of pushing the ball up the floor and 
getting into transitions every play. Uses his speed and quickness along with his ball handling to get by 
defenders and to the rim.  
 
Jaquan Sanders, 6-0, G, Riverside Hawks (NY) – 2022 
Good size guard who know how to use the dribble well to get into the lane and finish at the rim.  
 
Lamonte Smith 5-11, F, Capital City Vipers (SC) – 2022 
Physical work horse on the inside-rebounds and loves to bang on every play-gets great low post position for 
weak side offensive rebounds. 
 
Kevin Thompson, 5-8, G, Unit Promise (NJ) – 2022 
Solid 3point shooter-does a really good job of finding open gaps and spots to knock down catch and shoot 
jumpers.  Ability to create space on step back and pull up jump shots. 
 
Darrell Victory 5-9, G, Riverside Hawks (NY) – 2022 
Solid guard who did a good job of using a combination of his speed and quickness along with his dribble, to 
get the ball up in transition for easy baskets before the defense could get set. A solid player off the dribble 
who looks to get open scoring opportunities for his teammates if he is not able to get to rim himself.  
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14U DIVISION II ALL-AMERICAN 1ST TEAM 
 
Brent Randleman, 6-1, WF, NC Wildcats 8th (NC) - 2022 
#1 Prospect…A very smooth, lanky, athletic wing player who is still very thin but displayed very above 
average ball handling skills-does a really good job of attacking from the high post off the bounce-nice 
offensive scoring package which includes dribble penetration moves to create space and separation-finishes 
well above the rim-kid has a really good feel for the game on both ends and plays at a very good pace-kid 
knows how to score-once he adds a jump shot, he has potential to be a big time high major scorer.  
 
Christopher Wilson, 5-4, G, Concord Comets (NC) – 2022  
#5 Prospect…Aggressive little guard who attacks the defense very well off the dribble and in transition-he 
uses his dibble very well to create space and separation from step back jumpers and pull up 3s. Gets into 
the lane with ease and finishes well in traffic.  
 
Micah Davey, 6-1, F, Louisiana Jaguars (LA) - 2022 
#3 Prospect…A physical big body, football type post player with very good hands and great footwork for a 
post player his size-loves to be physical and aggressive on both ends of the floor-his good footwork and 
lateral movement allows him to guard smaller, quicker players in screen and roll defense on the switch-good 
ball handler for his size and position, passes well and rebounds well.  
 
Jaden Fleming 6-0 G Rising Stars Elite (NY) - 2022 
#4 Prospect…Long athletic forward who passes well and runs the floor well in transition-pushes the ball up 
the floor using solid ball handling skills and makes good decisions in transition-rebounds well from his guard 
position and is a very good leader. 
 
Diari Duncan, 6-6 F, Rising Stars Elite (NY) – 2022 
#2 Prospect…Has the potential to be a very effective post player on the high school level-rebounds the ball 
very well, player aggressively in the paint without fouling, and blocks or alters shots-plays with a lot of 
passion and emotion.  

 

14U DIVISION II ALL-AMERICAN 2ND TEAM 
 
Mac Grant III, 5-6, PG, River City Reign (VA) – 2022 
A solid playmaker who loves getting everyone involved-good ball handling skills and uses his dribble to 
create shots for teammates with good court vision and passes-passes well off the dribble and in set offense, 
rebounds well from his guard position and gets out in transition very quickly-he is a streaky long ball shooter 
but will knock down enough to keep defense honest.  
 
Corey Gaines, 5-4, G, Concord Comets (NC) – 2022 
This young man plays with a lot of poise and swag-a pure scorer off the dribble who plays with a lot of 
confidence in knowing that defenders can’t stay in front of him nor prevent him from getting into the lane and 
finishing at the rim. 
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14U DIVISION II ALL-AMERICAN 2ND TEAM (Continues) 
 
Samson Ogonade, 6-1, Maryland Rockets (MD) – 2022 
Big strong body post player that gives his team a big low post presence with his teammate Jayden-Samson 
is more of the offensive scorer of the two-good post moves and scores well inside and plays very strong with 
his back to the basket-good hands and moves his feet well with good agility and balance-always seems to 
be in good rebounding position for offensive put backs and offensive rebounds. 
 
Amari Baylor, 5-11, F, VA Havoc Whitehead (VA) – 2022 
Really good-looking young forward with good size and agility-uses a really nice, quick spin move in the lane 
often when facing up on bigger, slower defenders out on the perimeter. Really good footwork and scores 
well around the basket. 
 
Bradlee Haskell, 5-7, G, Sandhills Warrior (NC) - 2022 
A very quick, athletic player who likes to get out in transition-attacks the basket aggressively off the dribble 
and finishes above the rim.  

 
 

14U DIVISION II HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN  
(Players listed alphabetically) 

 
Jaquan Goins, 4-8, PG, Sandhills Warrior (NC) – 2022 
Quick little guards who knocks down deep threes and keeps the defense stretched with his shooting ability. 
 
Nazareth Lee 5-11 WF Higher Level (VA) – 2022 
Solid two-way player who did a good job of moving his feet and guarding his man on defense in the paint 
and away from the basket-shoots the ball well from 12-15ft with good form and nice release. Rebounds well 
in his area.  
 
Beau Obeime, 5-4, G, Worcester Team United (MA) – 2022 
Smart, team leader with good court vision who passes well-nice lefty guard who uses dribble well to create 
space for open jump shots and easy shots for teammates.  
 
Jayden Holland, 6-1, C, Maryland Rockets (MD) – 2022 
Solid post player that controls the paint with a strong defensive presence and does not foul-blocks and 
alters shots around the basket-rebounds well in his area and have active hands. 
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14U DIVISION III ALL-AMERICAN TOP PLAYERS 
 
#1 - Jayden Hastings, 6-5, C E. Orlando Blazers (FL) – 2023 
Another big time Florida low post 2023 player who played in a grade in this tournament. Long, athletic shot 
blocker who is coordinated and very quick end to end. Big time rim protector and shot blocker. Keeps the 
ball high and does a solid job at the catch and finish in the paint. Body still developing so watch out…A 
name to remember. This young man has the potential to be special player in a couple of years.  

 
#2 - Yarell Greer 5-8 G Chi-Town Bulldogs (IL) - 2022 
This kid was big time excitement every game.  He is a big time scorer and a major problem for defenders. 
An above average ball handler with the total package of dribble moves and offensive scoring skills to 
compete with anyone.  Plays a lot larger than his size. A true floor leader-commands leadership from his 
teammates and they look to him for it-did a great job of understanding when to score and when to facilitate 
to teammates-lightning quick off the bounce and gets to the basket and finishes at will-a tough nosed 
Chicago style guard who plays with a chip on his shoulder but is very quiet verbally on the floor…A talented 
 
#3 - Bradin Minton, 5-7, PG, Fast Break (VA) – 2022 
Tough, heady player who doesn’t blow you away with athleticism but simply knows how to play. High IQ 
guard who makes the right play. Did not turn the ball over against pressure and knocked down open shots 
consistently all week. 
 
Traveon Steward, 5-2, PG, Chi Town Ballers (IL) – 2022 
Showed ability to shoot the ball. Looked comfortable scoring amongst the big guys in the lane. 
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8TH GRADE ALL-AMERICAN TEAM – 1ST TEAM 
 
Fabio Basili, 6-0, G, Nightrydaz Elite (FL) - 2022 
#7 Prospect…Smooth athletic guard who loves to slash and attack the rim off the bounce. Fearless player 
with a deceptive first step to blow by defenders in the half court setting. Really good defender and takes 
pride in playing defense-rebounds well from the guard position and makes good decisions with his ability to 
initiate the break.  
 
Jeremy Dixon, 6-2, C, NC Wizards (NC) - 2022  
#10 Prospect…Very bouncy, excels in transition, good hands/feet, catches and finishes everything in the 
paint, showed enough handle to drive ball from wing to the rim, and showed his defensive intensity 
protecting the rim and hitting boards…Jeremy is a solid all-around player.  
 
Judah Egbo, 6-5, C, Team Loaded (VA) - 2022 
#5 Prospect…Raw and developing post player with some really good athletic skills and abilities-really long 
frame and still developing physically but is strong defensively with a high motor-has a strong presence on 
the floor defensively and makes and impact on both ends with a great motor and rim running-blocks shots 
and protects the rim. Currently doesn’t have a lot of offensive moves but his motor makes up for it at this 
level. Promising prospect with work.  

 
Greg Glenn, 6-5, F/C, Nightrydaz Elite (FL) - 2023 
#1 Prospect…A very promising prospect and arguably the best true future prospect in Orlando this week in 
all groups. Glenn is a 2023, 7th grader playing up on a loaded team and is still the contender of the best high 
major prospect. He displayed a strong mixture of footwork, upper body strength and agility to dictate and 
dominate opponents in the low post area.  Plays very smooth and can easily transition to a SF position on 
the next level if does not continue to grow. Can score on all 3 levels now and is highly effective with his ball 
handling and passing abilities.  
 
Demari Henderson, 6-2, G, Nightrydaz Elite (FL) - 2022 
#2 Prospect…Very athletic twins that are both growing into their bodies and starting to get stronger and 
more developed.  Explosive player off the floor and very quick off the dribble from end to end.  Plays with a 
major edge and loves to defend and put pressure on opponents on both ends of the floor. Has worked on 
his mechanics of his jump shot and is now releasing it high above his head with good rotation-high energy 
high motor with a knack for scoring. Gets to the rim with ease and uses his dribble well to change speeds 
and direction on dribble penetration.  
 
Jacari Henderson, 6-2, G, Nightrydaz Elite (FL) - 2022 
#3 Prospect…Super athletic twin guard who has worked hard on his mechanics on his jump shot-lightning 
quick 1st off the dribble and keeps pressure on defense with the ability to score on all 3 levels.  Does a really 
good job of creating space and separation to score. Has started to fill out and get comfortable with his body 
and frame-very high motor and plays with a burst of energy on every play. Shoots the ball very well and has 
tremendous range to stretch the defense.  A very unstoppable backcourt when teamed with twin brother 
Demari.  
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8TH GRADE ALL-AMERICAN TEAM – 1ST TEAM – (Continues) 
 
Dillon Mitchell, 6-3, WF/G, Team Tampa Black (FL.) - 2022 
#9 Prospect…Athletic lefty scores with slashing moves off the dribble, or the mid-range pull up. Has a very 
good offensive skill set and is a willing to defend or rebounder.  
 
Tyler Nickel, 6-2, WG Team Loaded (VA) - 2022 
#8 Prospect…Good-looking wing guard who displayed some intriguing perimeter guard skills-played with 
his head up and shot the ball well out to the 3-pt. line-solid playmaker who made great passes and solid ball 
handler.  
 
Nathaniel Sasser, 6-3, F, Nightrydaz Elite (FL) - 2022 
#6 Prospect…A very effective and valuable player to his team with his versatility and role within 15 feet 
from the basket. An effective slasher/lefty scorer along the baseline on the offensive end.  Did a great job of 
scoring from the short corner against zone defense...High-energy player who was very effective on the 
offensive glass. Glue guy who does all the utility things to make a team successful. Plays with a very high 
motor and relishes at the changes of taking on the other team’s best offensive player. Kid was a nightmare 
on defense.  
 
Arbriel Winfiled, 6-4, F, Team Loaded (VA) - 2022 
#4 Prospect…A very long, explosive, athletic wing who was very quick end to end and in transition-
displayed a very strong skill set on the offensive end-can play inside and outside with solid post moves 
using his length to score inside-knocked down with ease 12-15 ft. jump shots.  

 

8TH GRADE ALL-AMERICAN TEAM – 2ND TEAM 
 
Lubin Ven-Allen, 6-2, F, Lake Nona Kings (FL) – 2022 
Long, athletic player who runs the floor like a deer. Very bouncy player who treated the fans to a few crowd-
pleasing dunks. Holds position in the lane, good pivot moves on the block. Great timing blocking shots and 
keeping the ball in play. Was impressive on both ends of the floor. 
 
Joachim Ametepe, 6-3 WF, Team Swoop (FL) - 2022  
Athletic baseline player, high motor guy, defends, active on the glass, catch and finish player who is a 
monster on the offensive glass. 
 
Kuran Bryant, 6-3, F, Florida Lightning (FL) – 2022 
High intensity guy on both ends of the floor. Battles on the glass, scores in the paint with strength and 
athleticism. Can step out 15-17 feet and drive the ball to the rim. Showed he could make the little 10-12-foot 
shot. The Lefty puts a lot of pressure on the defense with his intensity which sometimes causes him to get a 
tad too emotional. He was ejected from a big game because his emotions got the best of him. 
 
Ishan Duncan, 6-1, WF/G, Team Loaded (VA) – 2022 
Strong, athletic player built like a football player. Hard nose defender, scores with drives to the rim or by 
posting up smaller players. Active rebounder on both ends. Comes up with the gritty buckets when needed.  
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8TH GRADE ALL-AMERICAN TEAM – 2ND TEAM (Continues) 
 
Brandon Graves, 5-11, G, We R 1 Future (DE) - 2022 
Handles, distributes, scores consistently from two levels. An active defender who plays the game with a 
good feel.  
 
Jayden Holland, 6-1+, WG, MD Rockets (MD) - 2022  
Handles, scores off the dribble or with the mid-range shot. Length allows him to score at the rim as well. 
Good floor vision and decision making in the half-court offense.  
 
Jimel Lane, 6-3, WF, Florida Lightning (FL) – 2022 
Combo forward who loves to play on the perimeter. Shows solid handle, ability to get into the lane and finish 
and has 3-point range on his shot. A lot of offensive skills but not a consistent defender yet. As the days 
passed by his intensity seemed to wane a little as if he physically wore down but talent is there. 

 
Esteban Lluberes 5-8, PG, Florida Lightning (FL) - 2022 
True floor general who has great natural instincts. Quick hands on defense, creates steals on defense and 
turns them into points. Did a very good job of getting the ball to the right person at the right time with limited 
turnovers. Scores off dribble penetration. Only thing he did not show was a consistent jump shot. 
 
Tyler Nickel, 6-3, WF, Team Loaded (VA.) – 2022 
Solid perimeter skills including passing, handling, shooting to the 3-point line. Plays under the rim and is not 
the quickest guy on the floor but has a solid skill set. 
 

 
 

8TH GRADE DIVISION HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN 

(Players listed alphabetically) 
 
Raquan Lee-Bryson, 5-9, G, VA Havoc Whitted (VA) - 2022 
Big Boy defender, handles and distributes the ball, scores at two levels and makes good decisions with the 
ball. Won’t blow you away but runs your team efficiently. 
 
Dante Iafrate, 5-9, G, RI Magic (RI) – 2022 
Tough, heady performer. Strokes the 3 with deep range. Good moves off the dribble to create shots or 
passing angles. Good first step leads into mid-range pull up. Smart player who is a willing defender. 
 
James Jewell, 6-2, F, Team Manimal (KY) – 2022 
Really athletic 4 man, very quick end to end. Quick leaper who cleans the glass. Rim protector who is a 
good catch and finish guy in the paint. 
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Javier Matthews, 5-8, 1/2G, NC Concord Comets (NC) – 2022 
Strong, athletic competitor. Handles, defends and strokes the 3-pointer with deep range. 
 
Kameron Moore, 6-1, WG, NightRydas Elite (FL) – 2022 
Strong, athletic player, handles, scores with the dribble or the jump shot, 3-point range. Defends up or 
down. 
 
Elijah Pete, 6-0, G, Team Warriors (LA) – 2022  
Handles well, good feel for the game, scores with the dribble or by creating shots for his teammates. Active 
defender and a sneaky rebounder. 
 
Jaquava Propst, 5-9, G, NC Concord Comets (NC) - 2022 
Super quick athlete who really attacks off the dribble. Ball hawking defender who created quite a few steals. 
Was able to finish a lot of plays at the rim amongst the trees. 
 
Elijah Quinones, 6-0, G, Orlando Dream White (FL) – 2022 
Competitive lefty who scores with the dribble or the mid-range shot. Displayed good open court vision. Solid 
on the ball defender. 
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14U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM  

Amani Hansberry, 6-4, PF, Team Durant (MD) – 2022 
Imposing big man in the paint at this age-runs the floor well for is size-high basketball IQ and feel for the game; 
showed really good footwork and touch in and around the basket-Can put the ball on the floor and has good dribble 
penetration moves to attack defender in half court setting-quicker than he appears and did a really good job of facing 
up slower defenders and attacking the basket.  
 
Kyle Hicks, 6-3 1/2G, Expressions Elite (MA) - 2022 
Phenomenal athlete, body looks sculpted to be a 14U kid. Combo guard skills, drive and dish skills but his bread and 
butter is getting a bucket. Does it with the dribble where he is almost unstoppable because of his physical skills, or he 
can knock down the perimeter shot, but tends to be streaky here. Nice floater in the lane, good mid-range stop and 
pop. Big time defender!!! This young man was impressive. 
 
Jaccoi Hutchinson, 6-0, 2/1G, Team Takeover Grant (DC/MD) - 2022  
Skilled athletic scorer, good floor vision in half court, attacks with the dribble, tough finisher in the open court. Active 
defender with good instincts. Knows how to get a bucket!!! Was very impressive.  
 
Kaheim Kimbrough, 6-6, PF, New World Basketball (DC) - 2022  
Good size and frame for this age on a big man-very agile and swift on his feet with good timing and length which he 
used to block shots and protect the rim-good athlete with good hands-was able to catch lobs and finish as well as 
catch on the move in traffic-ran the floor very well and constantly beat his man down court.  
 
Christian May, 6-3, WF, Team Takeover Oladipo (MD/DC) – 2022 
Intriguing, good-looking shooter…Loved his length and ability to stroke the 3 off the dribble, curls and screens…good 
looking form on jumper…moves well without the ball…Also showed he could finish at the rim…Wiry frame will get 
stronger with maturity. 
 
Prince Samuels, 6-4, F, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2022 
Strong physical player. Scores from the perimeter or in the lane. 3-point range, active defender and rebounder, 
finisher in transition. Solid handle, challenges shots, good motor.  
 
Perry Smith, 6-7, G/F, Team United (NC) – 2022  
Highly skilled athletic young wing…Continued to show he is comfortable scoring from anywhere on the 
floor…Potential Top 20 player in the class of 2022…Perry is just scratching the surface of his potential.  
 
Christian Watson, 6-3 Forward – Team Takeover Grant (MD/VA) – 2022 
Athletic combo forward, active on the glass, very quick end to end, smooth athlete, comfortable offensively from wing 
to baseline. Can step out and drive the ball to the rim with big time finish!!! Solid handle, nice looking stroke, was 
impressive.  

 



 

 

14U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM (Continues) 
 
Dylan Williamson, 5-10, 1/2G, Team Takeover Oladipo (MD/DC) – 2022 
Athletic combo guard who can dish or score. Can put points up in bunches with the dribble…jump shot extends to 3- 
point line with no problem…This young man really knows how to the put the ball in the basket.  
 
John Seagreaves, 6-2, F, Phenom University (WI) – 2022 
Nice size and good length on a frame that should grow to be a solid SF on the next level-nice feel for the game and 
played at a good pace, never seemed rushed; did a good job of attacking off the dribble using several different 
dribble combinations and moves-knocked down open jump shots occasionally and did a really good job of hitting 
shots in the mid-range area.  
 

14U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM  

Maddox Bradford, 6-6, C, 405 Elite OK (OK) – 2022 
Developing young big…agile running youngster…offensive game is a work in progress…But Maddox showed he 
didn’t mind going down low and imposing his size in traffic.  
 
Steven Clay, 6-3, SG, Wisconsin Phenoms (WI) – 2022 
Long rangy forward…Used his wing-span to rebound and block shots…Looked comfortable stroking the 3…Steven 
has the look of a potential division 1 wing player with continued improvement in his all-around perimeter game.  
 
Devin Dinkins, 5-8 PG, Team Takeover Oladipo (MD/DC) – 2022 
Skilled, athletic point guard. Runs the show and can score the ball off the dribble or with the jump shot. Range 
extends to 3-point line. Has a real good feel for the game, makes his teammates better by getting them easy looks. 
Leader on the floor.  
 
Derrick Key, 6-2, WF, Team Takeover Oladipo (MD/DC) – 2022 
Long arm mid-range player…at his best scoring off the dribble and knocking down mid-range jump shots. Would like 
to see him extend his range out to 17 feet.  
 
Benjamin Hurd, 5-11, 2G, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2022 
Scoring guard, good athlete, very tough/heady player. Handles, uses dribble to score at the rim or dish. Solid 
defender.  
 
Judah Mintz, 6-1, WF/SG, Team Takeover Grant (MD/VA) – 2022 
Athletic wing with good drive and dish skills. Scores off the dribble or with the pull up jump shot. Excels as finisher 
and distributor on open court. Tough!!!  
 
Owen Moreira, 6-4, F, Expressions Elite (MA) - 2022. 
Athletic combo forward, solid athlete, good hands, passes well, can attack from high post, floats from perimeter into 
lane, solid fundamentals.  
 
Jerrell Roberson, 6-5, F, Team Takeover Grant (DC/MD) - 2022  
Catch and finish guy in the lane, runs the floor well, presence in the lane on defense, solid on the glass. Nice stroke 
on shot from FT line.  
 
 

 



 

 

14U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM (Continues) 
 
Tabry Shettron, 6-2, WG, 405 Elite OK (OK) – 2022 
Loved his size and length…impressed with his ability to slash and finish at the rim…Didn’t see much of a jump shot 
due to his ability to get the basket anytime he wanted…To improve his game Tabry will have to develop a consistent 
15-17-foot jumper to complement his superior slashing game.  
 
Seth Trimble, 5-10, PG, Wisconsin Phenoms (WI) – 2022 
Heady / Smart ball handler and passer…Showed he could break down opponents and get to the line and make 
sound decisions with the ball…Good open shooter…Range 15-17 feet. 
 

 

14U HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN 
 
Ryder Anderson, 6-7, C, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2022 
Long post, solid hands, catch and finish guy at the rim. Runs floor solid, good coordination for young kid.  
 
Javon Bennett, 6-3, SG, TTP Elite (FL) – 2022 
Good looking shot…Showed he could create space and stroke it 15-17-foot jumper…Streaky 3pt shooter will knock it 
down if given room.  
 
Jamar Curtis, Jr., 5-6, PG, New World Basketball 2022 (DC) – 2022 
Strong lead guard with good ball handling skills and a knack for scoring-attacks well off of dribble penetration by 
getting  deep into the lane to finish at the rim or draw and dish to bigs-displayed a nice little floater to get shots off 
over shot blockers in the lane and also knocked down open jump shots when he had his feet set and in rhythm. Good 
feel for the game and good speed-solid decision maker. 
 
Amir Dade, 6-0, G, New World Basketball (DC) - 2022  
A nice looking lefty shooter who shoots the ball well off the catch with above average shooting mechanics and form. 
 
Jason Moore, 6-3, PF, Team Takeover Grant (MD/DC) – 2023 
7th grader is a LOAD down low…Strong frame, good hands and feet, soft touch, uses body well to establish scoring 
position. Solid catch and finishes and runs the floor extremely well, solid, smart player, works to his strengths… Once 
he gets the ball in paint or seal and post up his opponent it’s a bucket 
 
Jai’Von Seat, 6-2, PF, 405 Elite (OK) – 2022 
Physical space eater who does a really good job of keeping the ball alive and getting offensive rebounds-showed that 
he can face up from the high post and attacks slower defender off the bounce. 
 
Stephaun Walker, 6-5, F/C, Team Takeover Oladipo (MD/DC) – 2022 
Athletic forward looks comfortable as a perimeter 4, scores in lane or floating around high post. Solid defender and 
rebounder…This young man is just starting to figure…Nice looking prospects to keep an eye on. Once he starts 
reacting instead of thinking and grows a couple more inches, he could develop into a solid 4-man.  
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15U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM 

Jaden Akins, 6-2, PG, The Family 15U (MI) – 2021 
A big-time lefty shooter who strokes it at a high level. His athleticism, creativity, and ability to make plays for his 
teammates and himself which makes him such a major offensive threat on the court. 
 
Pierre Brooks II, 6-5, SF, The Family 15U (MI) – 2021 
A long athletic wing with elite physical tools, accurate shooting touch, agile, solid mechanics and skills to create 
space and finish in space.  
 
Dasonte Brown, 6-1, PG, BABC (MA) – 2021 
High energy guard who showed he could handle, pass, defend and score the ball in a variety of ways on the floor… 
Heady and poised guard who impressed with his ability to run the show.  
 
Jonathan Butler, 6-11, F/C, Team United U15 EYBL (NC) – 2021 
The skilled wiry forward is an impressive player for his age…Jonathan continues to show he is comfortable playing 
inside or outside…guards all 5 position on the floor…Showed he could start the break grabbing rebounds off the 
boards…Pulled up and stroked the 3 also showed the toughness to play thru contact and finish with either hand… 
Potential High Lottery Pick in 3 years! 
 
John Camden, 6-7, SG, Team Final (PA) – 2021 
A true shooting guard, strong, above average mechanics and shooting form on his jumper. His shot making ability is 
much more refined than most of his peers.  Does a great job of getting his feet set with good rise, lift and arc, and he 
can put the ball on the floor to get to the rim as well  
 
Rahsool Diggins, Jr, 6-1, PG Team Final (PA) – 2021 
A confident floor general that has above average ball handling skills and uses them well to run and control his team.  
Did a great job of penetrating defenses and creating easy bucket opportunities for his team. Decent shooter from 
outside and a strong vocal leader on the floor.  
 
Jalen Duren, 6-9, PF, Team Final (PA) – 2022 
You make a very strong argument that this was the best player in this age group at the entire event. Kid reminds me 
of a more skilled Chris Webber at this age-he is a very mobile big man that plays hard on both ends of the floor-has 
really good athleticism and coordination for his size and age-defensively, his is a major rim protector that blocks and 
alters shots the entire game-did an excellent job of rebounding on both ends of the floor-finishes around the basket 
well above the rim with several big time offensive moves-he is working hard on putting the ball on the floor and 
knocking down open outside shots and occasional 3 pointers.  Clearly will be a stretch 4 on the next level…Potential 
High Lottery Pick in four years. If he continues to play at this level. 
 
 

 



 

 

15U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM (Continues) 

David Joplin 6-6, PF, Phenom University (WI) – 2021 
Physical low post presence that does a really good job of getting position and playing physical in the lane-constantly 
moving and rim running-high motor-has really good hands and finishes very well around the basket-can put the ball 
of the floor and attack well off the dribble. 
 
Alex Karaban, 6-6, SF, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2021 
Long, lanky forward that can score off the dribble of by knocking down open jump shots from deep range-did a really 
good job of facing and squaring up on the defender and attacking off the dribble, also showed that he can also take 
the defender out to the perimeter and drain the step back 3s or blow by with his dribble…A really solid perimeter 
defender as well.   
 
Ty Rodgers, 6-5, SG, The Family 15U (MI) – 2022 
Rodgers is only an 8th grader (2022) and a big-time player. The athletic wing showed no fear in playing up against 
older players. He has great versatility and is a high level 2 way player with a combination of size, speed, lateral agility 
and vertical abilities that make him a dynamic force on both the offensive and defensive ends. Did a really good job 
this week on defense using his length, quickness with active hands and feet, to disrupt ball handlers on the perimeter 
and also showed that he was a solid rim protector blocking and contesting shots all over the floor, On offense end he 
attacks the basket fearlessly and can finish around traffic, he is also a high-energy rebounder who does a great job 
crashing the boards, getting second chance opportunities…Another talented player that has the potential to be 
lottery pick in 4 years.           
 

15U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM 

Shea Doherty, 6-8, PF, BABC (MA) – 2021 
Another intriguing prospect, long armed forward who impressed with is ability to move his feet and get his hands into 
the passing lanes on defense…Wiry frame, showed he could hit the mid-range jumper and finish at the rim. 
 
Josiah Dow, 6-7, PF, Team United U15 EYBL (NC) – 2021 
Strong interior scorer and rebounder…Josiah’s power game complements Jonathan’s game very well…Showed he 
could score with his back to the basket…Face and hit the 10-12-foot jumper…Clean the glass and finish with 
authority in traffic…Good looking young interior prospect. 
 
Marvin Harrison, 6-4, G, Team Final (PA) – 2021 
High level athlete, 3-point range, big time finisher at the rim. Hops!!! Defends multiple positions, solid handle used to 
drive the ball or set up mid-range shot. 3-point range inconsistent right now.  
 
Kekoapookela McArdle, 6-8, C, BABC (MA) - 2021  
Physical post player that plays mainly under the rim in regards to athleticism but very agile and active in and around 
the glass with his rebounding and post play, finishing moves with either hand. Did a really good job of getting good 
position and keeping the defender on his back and away from blocking his shot. 
 
Ryan Mutombo, 6-9, C/F, Team Forrest (GA) – 2021 
Solid hands, footwork a little mechanical but effective. Catch and finish in the post, nice little turnaround jumper, 
effective jump hook over the right shoulder. Keeps the ball high. North and south athlete doesn’t yet have the lateral 
quickness to defend away from rim. At the rim he challenges shots and is a solid rebounder. Takes plays off at times.  
 

 



 

 

 

15U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM (Continues) 

Ben Nau, 6-1, PG, Phenom University (WI) – 2021 
Deadly long ball shooter that knocks down 22-foot jumpers like lay ups. Has a good feel and understanding of the 
game. Ben did a really good job of moving without the ball and creating good offensive balance and spacing, which 
gave his team the advantage of using their strong shooting skill sets or attacking off the dribble. Solid ball handler 
and who did a good job of changing pace and direction with the ball in his hands. 
 
Nnanna Njoku, 6-9, PF, Team Final (PA) - 2021   
An impressive physical specimen in the low post area who gets most of his production around the rim. Big physical 
body and motor which screams Division I big man-also showed that he can occasionally knocked down 3-pt baskets.   
 
Jakai Robinson, 6-5, F, Team Durant (MD) – 2021 
Strong lefty scorer…Uses his superior strength to overpower smaller opponents and his quickness to get around 
bigger players…Jakai is a major league scorer who needs to work on going right…A consistent perimeter jump away 
from dominant wing player. P4 
 
Ademide Badmus, 6-5, PF, BABC (MA) - 2021 
Rim protector who blocked shots with really good timing and quick leaping ability-very big, quick, active hands in and 
around the basket-rebounds very well in his area. 
 
Devon Savage, 6-5, WF/G, Team Takeover Black (MD/DC) – 2021 
Smooth versatile wing…Continued to impress with his ability to guard big or small opponents…Score the ball off the 
dribble, used his long wing span to finish at the rim and stroke the 15-17-foot jumper…If he Devon grows another 2 
inches…He could be one of the top wing players in the class. 
 

15U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 3RD TEAM 

Noah Batchelor, 6-5, WF, Mid Atlantic Select (MD) – 2022 
Remember this name…This young man has the potential to be one top 2G’s in the class of 2022…Noah is a sneaky 
athletic wing who continue to show he could stroke the jumper from 17 foot…Sneaky athletic finisher…Showed good 
timing blocking shots and moving his feet on the defensive end of the floor. 
 
Chance Davis, 6-2, G, Team Takeover Black (MD/DC) – 2021 
Athletic scoring guard…Can score from anywhere on the floor…Possesses the ability to threw it down with no 
problem in traffic and in the open court also is not shy about stroking the perimeter jumper. 
 
Guy Fauntleroy, 5-10, PG, Team Takeover Black (MD/DC) – 2021 
Tough hard noise ball handler and leader…Plays the game with a lot of poise and pace…Sticky defender and 
scorer/finisher at the rim…Guy is a well-built guard who is able to handle the physical aspects of the game. 
 
Jaden Hameed, 6-0, 2/1G, All Ohio Red (OH) – 2021 
A very polished jump shooter with deep range-did a really good job of moving without the ball to get open looks and 
knocking down deep shots when defense played off him. 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

15U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 3RD TEAM (Continues) 

Joshua Morrissette, 6-3, SG, BABC (MA) – 2021 
Skilled athletic young shooter plays the point man in the famous BABC pressure defense…uses his long arms to play 
the passing lanes…Major league 3pt sniper…Possesses all the two guard skills to be a solid contributor on the 
collegiate level, if he continues to work on his game. 
 
Victory Naboya, 6-7, PF, Team Takeover Black (MD/DC) – 2021 
One of the most athletic bigs in the in the class of 2021…Possesses one of the quickest 2nd jumps you will see in a 
player his age…Runs the floor like a deer…Offensive game is gradually catching up to his defensive temperament. 
 
Tanner Resch, 5-11, PG, Phenom University (WI) – 2021 
One of the best shooters in the entire event...Has very deep range on his jump shot and is very, very deceptive in 
getting his shot off against longer players. Very high basketball IQ and did a really good job of running his team and 
spacing the floor which created clear lanes and open shots for his teammates.  
 
Alexis Reyes, 6-5, SG, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2021 
Another good-looking shooter with and nice shooting touch and stroke-has good feel for the game and understands 
how to use his jump shot to help stretch the defense and open driving lanes for dribble penetration.  
 
Abdou Samub, 6-7, PF, Team Durant (MD) – 2021 
Long athletic big ran the floor extremely well…The ultimate rim protector…Offensive game is improving will get better 
with more reps and work in the gym. 
 
Jalen Warley, 6-2, PG, Team Durant (MD) – 2021  
Smooth young guard; Looked comfortable getting to the basket and creating scoring opportunities for his himself and 
his teammates…Great vision and solid decision maker…Looked comfortable hitting the perimeter jumper and 
floater…Good looking prospect from Aston, Pennsylvania. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

15U HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN 

 
Denzel Aberdeen, 5-11, PG, Team MOAM (FL) – 2021 
Really good-looking guard who has a rice nice shooting stroke and deep range. Knocked down deep jumpers all 
week with consistency.  
 
Christopher Asamoah, 6-1, SG, Mid Atlantic Select (MD) – 2020 
Deceptive athletic shooting guard…Showed he could stroke the perimeter jumper off the dribble or spotting up…Also 
showed he could score off the dribble…Crafty 2-guard who gets after it on both ends of the floor. 
 
David Brown III, 6-4, SG, Team Durant (MD) – 2021 
Athletic leaping wing; impressed with his ability to finish high above the rim…Explosive slashing scorer off the 
dribble…More of a scorer than shooter. 
 
Trent DeVries 6-1, SG, Illinois Stars 15U (IL) – 2021 
Really good shooter off the catch-did a good job of getting separation and space with the dribble to help him get his 
shot off-moves very well without the ball in his hands making it easy for teammates to find him for open looks.  
 
Marcus East, 5-7, G, College Park Rim Rockers (GA) – 2021 
Quick athletic point guard. Good half court vision, good decision maker. Very good on ball defender, pass first point 
guard. Keeps defense on its heels by pushing the pace.  
 
Russell Felton, Jr, 6-2, 2/1G, Team United U15 EYBL (NC) – 2021 
Solid, tough combo guard…Russell was one of the better on the ball defenders in the 15 field…Used his superior 
quickness to make plays off the dribble and be a pest on the defensive end of the floor…Impressed the on lookers 
with a couple of crowd pleasing throw downs in traffic. 
 
Cade Holzman, 6-5, WF, Austin Defenders (TX) - 2021 
Big time hops!!! Super athletic wing who uses the dribble to score for himself or set up others.  
 
Trenton Jackson, 6-2, WF, Austin Defenders (TX) - 2021  
Athletic forward comfortable from wing to baseline. Showed nice pivot and spin moves when he was used in the post. 
Aggressive offensive rebounder. Defends perimeter or the post. Bouncy athlete!!!  
 
Rodney Johnson Jr.,6-4+, F, Austin Defenders (TX) - 2021 
Big time athlete punched one in traffic off the vertical. Strong physical presence defends up or down, active 
rebounder, operates offensively 15 feet and in.  
 
Jordan Jones, 6-3, F, College Park Rim Rockers (GA) – 2021 
Athletic player, range on shot extends to 15 feet, active on the glass, very quick end to end. Catch and finish at the 
rim, fills lane with finish in transition. Defends up or down, shows some perimeter handle.  

 



 

 

James Gross, 6-2 G, DC Premier 15UAA (DC) – 2021 
Drive dominant guard, very athletic player, big time offensive rebounder, bouncy finisher. Threw one down out in 
transition. Attacks with the dribble, likes to really push the pace, always looking to score the ball.  
 
Nashir Houston, 6-6, C, Team Winston 15U (NC) – 2021 
A little undersized in the post for a big-time low post player however, he did a really good job of establishing low post 
position early and often by using his size and lower body strength to hold off defenders and keep them on his back. 
Finished easy lay ups around the basket from offensive put backs and rebounds.  
 
Trevon Howze, 6-3, G, Team Forrest (GA) – 2021 
Athletic guard, handles, excels in transition as a distributor or scorer. Defends, rebounds, 3-point range on shot, but 
shot mechanics need improvement.  
 
Tyreik Leach, 5-6, PG, Team Winston 15U (NC) – 2021 
A solid lefty ball handler who did a really good job of getting to the rim off of dribble penetration and breaking down 
the defense-hit open jump shots and used his speed and quickness off the dribble to create space for a step back 
jumper which he knocked down frequently.  

 
Da’Sean Lopez, 6-2, PG, Team Walker (NJ) – 2021 
Slick ball handler…Impressed with his ability to break down defenders, got to the basket consistently throughout the 
2 games I watched…Also showed he could stroke the 15-17-foot jumper...Young guard to keep an eye has a lot 
wiggle to his game. 
 
Kekoapookela McArdle, 6-8, PF, BABC (MA) – 2021 
The ultimate banger…Does all the dirty work down low…Hit the boards…set picks...Soft hands…rebounds and 
showed soft touch around the basket…P3/4 
 
Kyrese Mullen, 6-6, F Team Durant 15U EYBL (MD) – 2021 
Really good footwork in the low post area and attacked the rim well off the dribble when stepping out to the 
perimeter-good ball handler for his size and position and did a good job of using those skills to get by slower 
defenders.  
 
Khedric Oliver, 6-2, WF, College Park Rim Rockers (GA) – 2021 
Athletic, decent handle uses quick dribble moves to score at the rim. Active defender thinks like a scorer, streaky 
shooter. Defends multiple positions, tough rebounder from the wing. 
 
James Prudhomme, 6-6, F, Broward Storm (FL) – 2021 
Long developing forward; Competes on both of ends of the floor…Showed he will rebound and protect the 
rim…Offensive game is a work in progress…P3/4 
 
Nayvon Reid, 6-4, SF, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2021 
A strong physical guard who gets into the lane off straight-line dribble drives-finished well at the rim through contact.  
Needs to improve his outside shot to become more of a versatile scorer.  
 
Aaron Reddish, 6-3, WG, Team Final (PA)- 2021 
Athletic wing who shoots the three ball, just like big brother Cam. Decent handle, capable defender when motivated.  
 
 
 

 



 

 

Zion Russell, 6-1, PG, DC Premier 15UAA (DC) - 2021 
Athletic point guard let to get out and run. Speed and strength are his assets right now, decision making is a little 
shaky at times because he is playing too fast. Active defender.  
 
Zaakir Williamson, 6-5, C/F, DC Premier 15UAA (DC) – 2021 
Burly baseline scorer, comfortable in the high or low post. Solid feet and hands, lacks explosiveness, but makes up 
for it by using his body effectively to carve out space. Solid on the glass.  
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16U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM 
 
Yael Erazo Baez, 6-2, SG, Austin Defenders (TX) - 2020  
Athletic, handles, distributes, scores off the dribble, good feel for the game. Big time defender, streaky shooter, really 
attacks off the dribble. Liked this kid a lot.  
 
Marcus Dockery, 6-2, 1/2G, DC Premier (DC) - 2020  
Combo skills, smooth athletic lefty. Plays the right way, handles, defends, can score at all three levels, very 
instinctive player. Doesn’t wow you, just fills the stat sheet. Played very well.  
 
Bryan Hall III, 6-9, SF, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2020 
Exceptional player in transition-high motor and does an excellent job of rim running, getting in position for easy low 
post scoring opportunities of offensive weak side rebounds.  
 
Daruis Maddox, 6-4, SG, Team Durant 16U EYBL (MD) – 2020 
Plays the SG position but seems to be working on his PG skills for the next level.  He is not a strong long ball shooter 
however; he does a really good job of knocking down shots in the mid-range.  Really good ball handling and has 
really improve his court vision and decision making which makes him a very efficient passer and facilitator on the 
offensive end. Make no mistake about it, he is at his best attacking from the perimeter using is quick jab step and 
quickness to get pass defenders attacking the rim.  Shot the ball better this week and is improving his range.  
 
Oluwadamilola Ogundale, 6-10, C, BABC (MA) - 2020 
A very skilled wide body post player who plays through contact and physical play on the offensive end/did a really 
good job of rebounding the ball on both ends-very agile and mobile big man with good hands-catches the ball well on 
the move and did a really good job of posting up and scoring in the paint.  
 
Dimingus Stevens, 6-4, SG, Team Takeover 16U (DC) – 2020 
A long athletic shooter who is constantly in motion on the offensive end.  He is always locked in attack mode.  Has 
really good shot mechanics and a quick high release on his jump shot.  Steps into it and knocks it down with lots of 
confidence.  Can get his shot off quickly from the bounce or the catch.  Will put it on the floor from either side of the 
floor and attack the basket but is currently more comfortable on the perimeter. Plays with a chip and edge on offense. 
Must become a better defender for the next level.  
 
Xavier Lipscomb, 6-2, 2/1G, Team Durant 16U EYBL (MD)  
A strong powerful guard with a physical body who does a really good job of combining his speed and strength to get 
into the lane and create. Good ball handler who looks to make plays off the bounce.  Finishes well at the rim with 
both hands and through contact.  
 
Tyrone Victor, 6-10, C, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2020 
A very skilled big man with a full complement of offensive low post moves.  Can score over either shoulder and from 
either block. Occasionally knocked down open 3’s out of the pick and pop set. Shots the ball well from outside and 
with ease and comfort.  

 



 

 

16U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM (Continues) 

 
Matteo Whelton, 6-2, SG, BABC (MA) – 2020 
One of the best shooters in the 16U division…Knocked down the 3 in a variety of ways on the floor…Tough feisty 
competitor as well…showed he is comfortable putting the ball on the floor and finishing at the rim. 
 
Myles Stutes, 6-6+, SF, Team Takeover 16U Black (DC) – 2020 
A matchup nightmare for opposing teams with his ability to play on the perimeter as well as bang inside.  Very good 
athlete who explodes off the floor vertically for rebounds and offensive scores.  Really good elevation on his jump 
shot when he plays out on the perimeter.  If he grows a few more inches, he will be a big- time player as a stretch 4 
with his skill set.  Can put the ball on the floor now against most post players and get to the basket for easy buckets.  
 
Trevor Keels, 6-4, SG, Team Takeover 16U Black (DC) -2021 
A special talent on a very loaded team-one of the top players in the 2021.  Strong physical player, he knows how to 
use his strength in the lane and on the perimeter to create space for his shot. Good range and movement but not 
super athletic, uses his basketball IQ and positioning to make up for it and allows him to get his shots off effectively at 
all 3 levels.  
 

16U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM 
 
Quincy Ademokoya, 6-5, WF, Atlanta Celtics (GA) – 2020 
Versatile wing; impressed with his ability to play the 1, 2 or the 3…Explosive first step…Strokes the 3…Finish and 
great decisions with the ball when he was running the 1…Interesting/Intriguing prospects whose is flying under the 
radar right now. 
 
Justin Powell, 6-4, 1/2G, Atlanta Celtics 16U (GA) – 2020 
Sleek/Crafty big guard…Sneaky athlete…Threw it down in traffic…Handles the ball…Strokes the 3 and showed he 
could be make sound decisions out in the open floor. 
 
Khai Smith, 6-7, C, BABC (MA) - 2020 
Runs floor well in transition/good passer for big man/good feel and touch from the perimeter-can shoot the ball from 
deep occasionally.  
 
Raymond Espinal-Guzmai, 6-6, SF, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2020  
A very long, lanky, athletic wing who is very explosive and quick in the open floor.  Puts the ball on the floor well and 
attacks the rim.  Finishes high above the rim-comfortable slashing and attacking the basket.  
 
Charles Harris, 6-2, PG, Team Takeover 16U Black (DC) – 2020 
Steady PG…won’t impress with speed, quickness or with a quick twitchy moves, but he has a way of always being at 
the right spot on the floor for a crucial play, scoring the ball in a deceptive fashion or making the pass to the open 
man for the dagger 3pt jump shot. The young man is a cerebral player who plays with a good pace. 
 
Samuel Hood, 6-8, F, Durham Hurricanes (NC) - 2020  
High/Low post skills, runs floor well, quick off his feet, shows some perimeter handle. Can step out and knock down 
the shot with range to the 3-point line. Capable defender, active on the glass, especially on the offensive end.  
 

 
 



 

 

16U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM (Continues) 
 

Liron Thomas, 6-3, 1/2G, Georgia Stars (GA) – 2021 
Good looking big guard…Impressed with his ability to play either guard spot at a high level…Comfortable scoring or 
penetrating and making plays for his teammates. 
 
Judson Martindale, 6-5, SG, BABC (MA) - 2020 
A strong, physical guard who is very quick and deceptive off the dribble-uses his dribble well to get into the lane and 
finish at the rim with either hand. Plays through contact and did a good job of scoring or getting to the free throw line.  
 
Darius Miles, 6-5 G – DC Premier (DC) - 2020 
Silky smooth athletic wing who handles, dishes the rock and scores the ball. Uses the dribble to set up everything, 
shifty handler who excels in transition. Uses his length to defend and rebound. Lefty has a pretty stroke with 3 point 
range but doesn’t look to jack it up a lot. Would much rather create off the dribble for others and take his shot when 
it’s there. Talented kid!!! (P4+) 
 
Dwon Odom, 6-3, PG, Atlanta Celtics 16U (GA) - 2020 
Big PG that is very quick with the basketball and strong off the dribble; uses his size and strength well to hold off 
bigger defenders at the rim-displayed and nice mid-range game and did a good job of not over penetrating and 
shooting a little floater in the lane. Comfortable hitting the 2 dribble pull up in rhythm. 
 

16U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 3RD TEAM 
 
Frank Anselem, 6-10, C, Georgia Stars (GA) – 2021 
Active big man…The ultimate rim protector and rebounder…Offensive game is basically on put backs…Tends to play 
a little too aggressive on the defensive end of the floor which lead to some careless fouls. 

 

Jadarious Blackshire, 6-1 2G, Alabama Fusion (AL) - 2020  
Solid guard skills, athletic, quick leaper, 3-point shooter with nice stop and pop off the dribble. Active defender.  
 
Tegra Izay 6-10, C, Team Durant 16U EYBL (MD) – 2020  
A big strong post player who eats up a lot of real estate in the paint-rebounds well in position and did a good job of 
scaring around the rim-not super athletic vertically but does a great job of moving his feet and getting up and down 
the court.  
 
Willie Jeffries, 6-7, F, Team Durant (MD) – 2021  
One of the top prospects in the class of 2021…Skilled fundamentally sound combo forward…didn’t play in all the 
games due to injuries...But showed his versatile talents in the game he participated in.  
 
Toneari Lane, 6-5, SF, Atlanta Celtics 16U (GA) -2020 
Solid rebounder on both ends of the floor and very explosive leaper with quick second jump.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

16U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 3RD TEAM (Continues) 
 
Ismael Leggett, 6-2, SG, Team Takeover 16U Black (DC) – 2020 
A smart player who does a lot of little things to help his team-has a nice in between game and knows how to get in 
the lane and create nice mid-range pull up jump shots-did a good job of using shot fakes and attacking off the 
bounce.  Strong on ball defender on the defensive end as well.  
 
Teddy Marshall Jr., 6-2, PG, FBCG Disciples (MD) - 2020  
Rock steady point guard who simply gets the job done across the board. Two sport athlete, also starting quarterback 
on his HS team. Really good feel for the game, great floor vision, scores the ball off the dribble or with the jump shop. 
Range extends to the 3-point line. Tough on ball defender, capable rebounder, kid is simply a high-level competitor 
on both ends. Has been impressive since bursting on the scene at 13U.  
 
Canin Reynolds, 5-7, PG, Team Takeover 16U Black (DC) – 2020 
A good floor leader who is vocal and active on both ends of the floor.  Does a good job of running his team, getting 
them in the offense and hitting open shots or making plays for others with his decision making of off the dribble. A 
real terror on the defensive end.  Sets the tone defensively with his constant ball pressure and active hands and feet.  
 
Allen Strothers, 6-1, 1/2G, Boo Williams (VA) – 2021 
Fundamentally sound young combo guard…Played with a lot of poise…Made solid decisions with the ball…hit the 
perimeter jumper Range 15-18 feet…Showed he could hit the floater and make his share of plays off the dribble. 
 
Mike Sumner, 6-3, SG, DC Premier 16UAA (DC/MD) – 2020 
Strong physical guard…has a good feel for the scoring the ball off the dribble and finishing at the rim with 
consistency. 
 
Braxton Williams, 6-4 WF/G, Alabama Fusion (AL) - 2020  
Athletic, defends up or down, solid perimeter skills, nice mid-range pull up. Shot mechanics need some work but he 
did knock down a few 3’s. Bread and butter is attacking off the dribble and big finishing at the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

16U HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN 
 
Favour Aire, 6-8, C, New World Gold (MD) – 2022 
Athletic agile young big…impressed with his ability to hit the boards, block shots. Offensive game was basically put 
backs and dunks…Intriguing young prospects to keep an eye on. 

 
Myles Anderson, 6-2, G, FBCG Disciples (MD) - 2020  
Athletic combo guard, handles, defends, solid floor vision. Really looks to score the basketball by attacking with the 
dribble or knocking down the jump shot. Plays hard on both ends.  
 
Jake Berry, 6-10, C, DC Premier 16UAA (MD) – 2020 
Solid big…adequate athlete…moves well up and down the floor…lefty showed a nice touch from 15-17 feet…Also 
showed he could score around the basket.  
 
Michael Brown, 5-11, 2/1G, EYSF Panthers (FL) - 2020  
Athletic slashing scorer from guard position. Handles, uses dribble to score or set up teammates. Quick hands on 
defense generated a lot of deflections and steals.  
 
Andres Burney, 6-7, F, Alabama Fusion (AL) - 2020  
Quick end to end athlete, nose for the ball, solid catch and finish guy inside. Rim protector, very active on the 
offensive glass.  
 
Kevin Cruz, 6-1, 2/1G, EYSF Panthers (FL) - 2020  
Athletic combo guard, handles, good half court vision, gets the ball to the right spot on time.  Scores off the dribble 
penetration, has 3-point range on his shot but is streaky, more effective as shooter when he gets into a rhythm.  
 
Jaden Harris, 6-3, 1/2G, Georgia Stars (GA) – 2021 
Solid all-around guard with great size/physical skills…Streaky scorer who handles and can score the ball in bunches. 
 
Micah Jones, 6-1, G, Durham Hurricanes (NC) - 2020  
Combo skills, active defender, really attacks off the dribble, loves to get to the rim and finish plays. Great body 
control. Strokes the 3 with deep range. Impressive scoring guard.  
 
Jorclay Kaniki, 6-8, PF, New World Gold (MD) – 2022 
Explosive leaper…Major league finisher in traffic…Another intriguing prospects to keep an eye on…Overall offensive 
game is a work in progress. 
 
Reagan Karr, 6-8+, C, FBCG Disciples (MD) - 2020  
Solid-athlete competes on both ends of the floor. Good hands, low post moves still in development, right now a catch 
and finish guy. Played well against the size and athleticism of BABC.  
 

 



 

 

Atwood Newton, Jr., 6-8, SF, Team Takeover 16U Black (DC) – 2020 
Long rangy wing player that runs the floor, blocks shots, and finishes high above the rim in transition-a versatile 
defender who brings energy and effort…Atwood’s talent wasn’t on full display, but you can see he is gradually 
figuring out what he can do on the floor.  
 
David Nwankwo, 6-5, F, FBCG Disciples (MD) - 2020  
Quick end to end athlete. Scores from the wing to the baseline. Consistent stand still range on shot 15-17 feet, not 
yet knocking it down off the dribble. Uses athleticism and quickness to defend up or down and get after it on the 
backboard. May get caught stuck between positions unless he grows a few more inches or continues to improve his 
perimeter handle in the half court set.  
 
Tyson Pine, 6-4, WF, Austin Defenders (TX) - 2020  
Knock down 3-point shooter with deep range. Moves well without the ball. Solid athlete displayed the ability to flash 
into lane and score.  
 
Ronald Polite, 6-1, PG, DC Premier 16UAA (MD) – 2020 
Wiry ball-handler…used his wing span to play the passing lane and play solid on the ball defense…Streaky shooter 
and good passer. 
 
Ervin Rivera, 6-0, PG, EYSY Panthers (FL) - 2020  
Slim athletic scorer, deep 3-point range, solid handler in open court. Nice mid-range stop and pop. Scorer’s mentality.  
 
Alfred White, Jr. 5-8, PG, Georgia Stars (GA) – 2021 
Quick penetrating ball handler and passer…Showed he could facilitate or score the ball. 
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17U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM 

Kenneth Banks III,6-7, F, Jax Hawks (FL) – 2019 
Monster on the backboard, active defender, strong physical presence down low. Gets great position on the blocks 
with good catch and finish. Problem is that he plays with guards who don’t feed the post enough. Lived off put backs 
all week.  
 
Cameron Brown, 6-4, WF, District Basketball Club (MD) – 2019 
A prospect that has blown up on the travel team circuit this spring and summer…Cameron has continued to impress 
with his unmatched athleticism in the open floor…Also showed he is comfortable slashing to the basket and finish 
with authority through contact and can step out and hit the 15-17-foot jumper. 
 
Eric Coleman, 6-7, F, ATL All Stars (GA) – 2019 
Solid perimeter skills, passes, defends, face up skills 15-17 feet. Active on the offensive glass, throwback feel to his 
game. Good not great athlete, solid distributor in open court.  
 
James Curtis 6-6+, F, Austin Defenders (TX) - 2019 
Solid wing skills, perimeter scorer with solid mid to 3-point range on his shot. Nice stop and pop off the glass. 
Handles well enough to evolve into 2G. Solid defender.  
 
Bradley Douglas, 6-2, PG, Team Parsons (CP25) 17U Mix (FL) – 2019 
A very strong guard who is very tough nosed and scores off the dribble. Did a really good job of using his dribble and 
getting good penetration on the offensive end to get into the lane and finish through contact.  Finishes well with both 
hands through traffic and gets to the free throw line.  
 
Savion Gallion, 6-4, 1/2G, District Basketball Club (MD) – 2018 
Sleek and creative ball handler, passer and jump shooter. Impressive all-around guard that uses his quickness to get 
to any spot on the floor. 
 
Kyle Rose, 6-2, PG, District Basketball Club (MD) – 2019 
Solid lefty PG…Used his size to score and defend out on the perimeter. Made plays on both ends of the floor…High 
IQ ball distributor. 
 
Clifton Smith, 6-1, PG, Alabama Fusion (AL) – 2019 
Athletic point guard, solid drive and dish skills. 3-point range on his shot, but makes his living driving the ball to score 
or distribute. Active defender competes on both ends.  
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

17U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM (Continues) 

Louis Tang, 6-4, SG, District Basketball Club (MD) – 2019 
Skilled wing guard…Versatile player. Overall quickness and sudden movement out on the perimeter are 
impressive…Showed excellent court vision, passes the ball extremely well in the open court and showed to be an 
efficient ball handler and good-looking jump shooter. 
 
Leslie Nkereuwem, 6-7, PF, Atlanta Allstars (GA) – 2019 
Long, lanky, post player that rebounds the ball very well and gets great low post position. He finished well over his 
left shoulder.  Plays with a lot of energy and effort on each play.  Takes pride in beating his man down the floor 
running in transition and finishing at the rim.  
 

17U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM 

Jonathan Aybar, 6-8, PF, Team Parsons (CP25) 17U Mix (FL) – 2019  
Long, athletic post player who is very high energy and in constant motion; very thin frame but does a really good job 
of running the floor, finishing in transition. P3 
 
Cody Bagley, 6-8, PF, Team Parsons (FL) – 2019 
Stretch 4, fundamentally sound, steps out and can knock down the 15-17-footer. Pretty stroke! Decent rebounder and 
defender.  
 
Chris Brown 6-5, WF, Alabama Fusion (AL) – 2019 
Solid perimeter skills, athletic finisher, smooth looking mid-range stroke, active defender. Likes to attack with the 
dribble, will throw it down.  
 
Blair Cleare 6-4, G, Broward Storm (FL) – 2019 
Athletic scoring guard. Super quick end to end. High energy defender, bouncy finisher at the rim. Playing on raw 
talent and pure athleticism, hasn’t yet begun to understand how to play so there is some upside here if he gets some 
coaching.  
 
Donald Hill, 6-6, F, Team United Elite (NC) – 2019 
Hops out the gym, super athletic finisher. Undersized for his skill set but athleticism is impressive. Big time rebounder 
and defender. Tried to finish most plays at the rim with a dunk!  
 
Jelani Moreno 5-11, PG, Tam MOAM HGSL 17U (FL) – 2019 
A stocky little lead guard who uses the dribble well to get to the rim and finish; did a good job of creating easy scoring 
opportunities for his team off the dribble.  
 
Maxwell Murray, 6-0, SG, Laurel Lakers (MD) – 2019 
A nice little floor general who plays with his head up and looking to make plays on the offensive end; plays with good 
speed and pace; knows how to knock down open shots and use his dribble to create space and separation; passes 
the ball well; good facilitator.  
 
Jayvion Rucker, 6-6, F, ATL All Stars (GA) – 2019 
Solid perimeter skills from the wing position, consistent mid-range shooter, active defender all be it a little foul prone. 
Quick end to end player, handle under pressure was a little shaky at times, plays with a lot of energy.  
 

 



 

 

17U DIVISION ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM (Continues) 

Brady Spence, 6-8, F, ATL All Stars (GA) – 2019  
High/Low post forward, good athlete, fundamentally sound player. Catch and finish guy in the paint or can put it on 
floor to attack the rim as a finisher.  
 
Bryce Street II, 6-1, G,Team MOAM HGSL 17U (FL) – 2019 
Did a good job of creating separation and space to knock down mid-range jump shots off the dribble.  Used his 
dribble well to set up jump shots from 12-17 feet. 
 
Cole Thompson, 6-7, F, B&B Elite (IL) – 2019  
Quick end to end athlete. The lefty scores the ball 15 feet and in. Active rebounder and defender.  
 
Josiyah Thorn, 6-8, C, Austin Defenders (TX) – 2019 
Quick end to end athlete, always around the ball, solid baseline scorer, defends, active on the glass.  
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17U GOLD ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM 

Luke Anderson, 6-8, WF, Team Knight (FL) – 2019 
Scorer from the wing position. Strokes the jumper to the 3-point line. Solid handle, decent floor vision, can get to the 
rim off the dribble or hit the mid-range stop and pop. A lot of skill on the offensive end, capable rebounder and 
defender. I like his confidence.  
 
Patrick Baldwin, 6-9, WF, Phenom University (WI) – 2021 
Multi skilled forward, baseline and perimeter skills. Smooth stroke to the three-point line. Slashing scorer off the 
dribble. Finisher in transition, did not settle for jump shots here as he did at the Peach Jam. Loads of talent, modern 
day finesse forward.  
 
Terrence Clarke, 6-6, SG, Expressions Elite (MA) - 2021 
Handles, defends both guard spots, scorer’s mentality. Scores off the dribble or with the jump shot. Active on the 
glass from the guard spot. Really excels in transition. Terrence is one of the top players in the class of 2021. He has 
the potential to be a potential lottery pick  
 
Brycen Goodine, 6-4, PG, BABC (MA) – 2019 
Tough, hardnosed combo guard. Primary ball handler for his team, uses dribble to get into lane where he scores or 
dishes. Physical player from guard positions, defends, rebounds, very good finisher. Good feel for the game, natural 
leader, streaky shooter but knocked down some Big shots.  
 
Alonzo Gaffney, 6-8, F, All Ohio Red (OH) – 2019 
Skilled combo forward, 3-point range, decent handle, good post entry passer, finisher in transition, has a lot of 
offensive skills and is a capable defender and rebounder. 
 
Jalen Johnson, 6-5, PG/F, Phenom University (WI) – 2020 
Skilled and versatile big guard/forward. Played hot and cold throughout the 4-day event…But there’s no denying his 
talent…Brings a size, skilled set that will garner his share of high major program knocking on his door…Jalen has the 
potential to be a special player. It’s just a matter of if he brings his intensity to the game on a consistent basis.  
 
Vincent Mitchell, 6-9, F, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2019 
Solid presence in the post, good hands/feet. High and low post skills, good passer, can step out and face the rim. 
Showed range 15-17 feet, took a few threes but was inconsistent from that range. May develop into a stretch 4 at 
next level.  
 
Preston Santos, 6-6, WF, Expressions Elite (MA) - 2019  
Lefty with 3-point range. Big time hops, finisher in transition, defends up or down. Ball skills good in open court, need 
to be refined against half court pressure. Gets a little careless at times creating turnovers but has a lot of talent.  
 

 



 

 

 

17U GOLD ALL AMERICAN 1ST TEAM (Continues) 

Mark Watts 6-3, CG, The Family 17U (MI) – 2019 
A super quick guard who is more comfortable scoring the ball than he is running the offense. A natural scorer 
with lightning speed off the dribble-can score in a variety of ways using his quickness, strength, and toughness. 
Gets into the lane with ease off the dribble and can finish above the rim and over even bigger defenders.  A 
streaky jump shooter who needs to get a little more consistent with his shot and shot selection on the next level.  
Has quick hands and feet with good lateral movement, can improve his defense by applying more effort and 
being locked in on the defensive end.  
 
Patrick Williams, 6-7+, WF, Team United (NC) – 2019 
One of the top wing players in the class of 2019…Played and looked a little tired but pick up his play as the week 
went on…Patrick possesses the skill set all high major schools covet.  
 

17U GOLD ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM 

Yusif Basa-Ama, 6-10, F, Team Knight (FL) – 2019 
Long athletic post player, lots of upside. Huge wingspan, active defender, blocks shots, solid on the glass. 10-12 foot 
face up shot, passes well rom high post. Raw offensively but has a lot of potential.  
 
Myron Gardner, 6-6, SF, The Family 17U (MI) – 2019 
Really improving his stock as a player and getting on the radar of some of the power conference schools -really 
physical and versatile player who has the ability to guard and play on the perimeter and in the post using his elite  
level motor-He is a big time defender and seems to enjoy guarding the best scorer on opposing teams; super 
athletic and can finish high above the rim even in traffic. 
 
Bryan Greeniee, 6-0 PG, Team Knight (FL) – 2019 
Strong physical point guard controls the flow of the game. Quick end to end, tight handle, good decision maker in 
transition. Makes the right play in half-court offense. Range? (4) 
 
Xavier Johnson, 6-1, PG, Team Parsons (CP25) Gauntlet (FL) – 2019 
Skilled and poised ball handler and passer…Used his quickness to break down his opponents with a deceptive 
cross-over move…Finishes at the rim…Hits the pull up jumper and strokes the open 3. Xavier is one of the top 
under-rated PG’s in the class of 2019  
  
Abba Lawal, 6-11, C, All-Ohio Red 17U (OH) – 2019 
A raw but athletic big man that is very thin but developing a solid post presence. Did a really good job of running the 
floor and protecting the rim.  His length, agility, and footwork make him a big time shot blocker and force in the paint.  
Still developing his offensive game but showed that he can catch the ball on the move in transition and finish without 
turning the ball over.  
 
Isaiah Jackson, 6-9, PF, The Family 17U (MI) – 2019 
Long and athletic. skilled forward who is good with the ball, active on the glass, and a dangerous finisher. On 
defensive end, he is an elite level rim protector blocking and altering shots in and around the paint. Has increased his 
defensive range and skills by switching out on smaller players and using his length and athleticism to block shots on 
the perimeter.  
 

 



 

 

17U GOLD ALL AMERICAN 2ND TEAM (Continues) 

Kario Oquendo, 6-4, SG, Team Parsons CP25 (FL) – 2019 
Super athletic scorer has no problem throwing it down in traffic. Always in attack mode on offense, 3 point range but 
loves to drive the ball. Active defender and strong rebounder from guard position. Knows how to get a bucket.  
 
Samuel Payne, 6-10, F, Team Parsons CP25 (FL) – 2019 
Super athletic finisher, great hands, quick feet, runs floor like a deer. Hops!!! Can go over or around you 15 feet and 
in. Soft touch on jump hook in lane. Quick off his feet which makes him tough on the glass. Solid rim protector, active 
defender.  
 
Cameron Thomas, 6-3 SG, Boo Williams (VA) – 2020 
Scorer, pure and simple. Kid is wired to get a bucket, scores with dribble, as a finisher in transition or with the jump 
shot. Range to the 3-point line. Decent handle, not much of an assist guy, capable defender but again his mentality is 
to score the ball.  
 
Terrence Thompson, 6-8, F, Phenom University (WI) - 2020 
Active baseline forward, gets great position in the lane creating easy scoring opportunities, good hands/feet, and 
solid finisher. Runs floor well, active defender and rebounder. Adds toughness to a team built for finesse.  
 

17U GOLD ALL AMERICAN 3RD TEAM 

Dyondre Dominguez, 6-8, WF, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2019 
Athletic lefty, strokes the deep 3, also scores with hard strait line dribble moves to the rim. Tough on the offensive 
glass, handle under pressure gets a little shaky, especially when forced right. Kid will challenge you at the rim, length 
and athleticism make him a good defender.  
 
Noah Fernandez, 6-0, PG, Expressions Elite (MA) – 2019 
Heady point guard, good drive and dish skills, tough physical finisher at the rim, and can knock down the open shot 
on ball reversals. Solid vision, active defender, did a good job running the show.  
 
Javohn Garcia, 6-3, G, All Ohio Red (OH) – 2019 
Team’s primary ball handler, quick end to end, solid vision, good distributor in transition and half-court offense. 
Defends well, didn’t see range, but ran the team well.  
 
Tanner Holden, 6-6, WF, All Ohio Red (OH) – 2019 
Slashing scorer off the dribble, range 15-17 feet, defends multiple positions, active rebounder. Decent handle but not 
ready to play full time out top.  
 
Colby Jones, 6-4, SG, Alabama Fusion 17U (AL) – 2020 
Athletic scoring two-guard…impress with his ability to create, score off the dribble and knock down open jumper. 
Consistent range steps out to 17 feet.  
 
Jamel King, 6-6, SF, Alabama Fusion 17U (AL) – 2020 
Long rangy wing; did most of damage out in the open court…Showed a nice touch from 15 feet and in.  
 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 

17U GOLD ALL AMERICAN 3RD TEAM (Continues) 

Deric Morris, 6-7, WF, Team Power (GA) - 2019 
Very athletic finisher, slashing scorer with consistent 15-17-foot range. Very active defender and rebounder. Solid 
handler who excels in transition.  
 
Isaiah Palermo, 6-6 G/F, Team Parsons CP25 (FL) – 2019 
Athletic combo guard, handles, finisher at the rim, capable of creating off the dribble for himself or his teammates, 
solid vision. Streaky shooter with range to the 3-point line but his athleticism allows him to get to the rim so easy he 
rarely settles for the jumper.  
 
Jalen Thomas, 6-10, C/F, Reach Legends (MI) – 2019 
Physical presence on both ends of the floor. Good low post skills face up 12-15 feet, Good passer from high/low post, 
high intensity guy. Strong hands, athletic, not afraid to mix it up. Good but not great athlete kind of reminds me of 
Scott Williams (UNC).  
 
JT Thorn, 6-8, F, Boo Williams (VA) – 2021 
Long rangy lefty forward who impressed with his ability to score around the basket…used his long wing span to 
rebound and finish around the basket…JT is one of the better rising sophomores in the country. JT’s is a consistent 
jump shot away from a legit top 20 players in his respectable class. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

17U GOLD HONORABLE MENTION ALL AMERICAN 

 
Mahamadou Diawara, 6-10, F/C, Boo Williams (VA) – 2019 
Limited offensive skills but he still makes you guard him because he is always attacking the glass. Active rebounder 
and defender, always around the ball. Decent rim protector.  
 
Mitchell Doherty, 6-7, F, BABC (MA) - 2019 
Tough, hardnosed kid, good feel for the game, active rebounder on both ends, very good finisher on the baseline. 
Doesn’t look the part but gets the job done. Capable athlete who relies on skills and fundamentals.  
 
Chase Cannon, 6-7+, F, TMP 17U (SC) – 2020 
Skilled rising junior. Face up 4-man showed he could knock down the face up 15-17-foot jumper. Runs the floor and 
make his share of plays around the basket. 
 
Richard Crawford III, 5-11, PG, Team Power (GA) – 2019 
Confident point guard, handles, distributes, and defends at a high level. Streaky shooter with 3-point range but really 
likes to get in the lane to dish or score.  
 
Zed Key, 6-8, PF, NY Jayhawks 17U (NY) – 2019 
A good shooting touch in the paint and can score over either shoulder out of the post-a big-time rim protector and a 
strong post defender who has the athletic ability to develop into an effective defender in space, switching onto 
smaller players or defending ball-handlers in the pick and roll.  
 
Carrington McCaskill, 6-7 WF, Reach Legends (MI) – 2019 
Super athletic finisher, 3-point range, solid handle, active defender and rebounder. Bouncy athlete who challenges 
you at the rim. (4) 
 
Charles Pride, 6-4, SG, NY Jayhawks 17U (NY) – 2019 
A good-looking lead guard who plays with a lot of confidence and comfort; strong vocal floor leader who is very 
poised on the floor. Plays with a high IQ-uses his dribble well to create space for a mid-range jump shot or to get 
into the lane and finish or dish to teammate for easy score. P4 
 
Christopher Ledium, 6-7, SG, NY Jayhawks 17U (NY) – 2019 
Shooting guard who knocks down open shots at a high percentage-really good size and shoots the ball in rhythm 
with nice shooting form from anywhere on the floor-did a good job of putting the ball on the floor and attacking 
the rim if he was chased off the 3-pt. line.  
 
Desmond Polk, 6-5, G/F, Phenom University (WI) – 2020 
Rangy guard/forward. Use his length to defend and make plays on both ends of the floor…Also showed he can knock 
down the 15-17shot, handles and shows  all around guard skills…Interesting prospect to keep an eye on.  
 

 



 

 

Darion Jordan-Thomas, 6-6, F, BABC (MA) - 2019 
Low Post/Baseline warrior. Uses strength, positioning and footwork to score. Strong hands, if he touches the ball the 
rebound is his. Bit of a tweener size wise but effort and intensity get him over. Competes on both ends of the floor.  
 
Mark Sears, 6-0, PG, Alabama Fusion 17U (AL) – 2020 
Smart heady leader…Stepped up his game playing against older and stronger player…Didn’t deter him from doing 
what he does which is run the team and make plays on both ends of the floor…A natural/pure PG who knows how to 
play the game.  
 
Bernard Kouma, 6-8, PF, NY Lightning (NY) – 2019 
Nice size, interior player. Used his size and strength to rebound and score around the basket. 
 
Dalen Ridgnal, 6-6, SF, KC Spurs (KS) -2019  
A versatile player who can play and defend on the perimeter or in the post-displayed a really nice-looking mid-range 
jump shot off the dribble-knocks down shots in pick and roll pick and pop-a rally good defender in the paint on the 
perimeter-good agility and footwork with great lateral movement.  
 
Jalen Terry, 6-0, PG, The Family (MI) – 2020 
Jet quick athletic lead guard…Continues to play with confidence and poise for a rising senior…Jalen is adept at using 
his quickness to be a menace on the defensive end of the floor and athletic leaping ability to finish in crowd-pleasing 
fashion and showed the ability to score in traffic and step out and knock down the deep. 
 
Siler Tschirhart, 6-8, C, KC Spurs (KS) - 2019 
A nice-looking jump hook over both shoulders on the low blocks was his go to move. Good size and strength in the 
paint.  Did a good job of establishing a low post presence.  
 
Arnold White, 6-4, SF, KC Spurs (KS) – 2019 
Undersized baseline player, physical forward with big soft hands-did a good job of catching the ball in the paint and 
scoring at the rim-solid footwork with good low post spin moves around the basket.  
 
Ishan White, 6-6+, WF, T.M.P (SC) – 2019  
Big time athlete, strong hands, tough from wing to the baseline. Defends multiple positions, active rebounder. 
Comfortable 15 feet and in, good pivot and drop step moves in the lane, explodes to the rim on the shot. Needs to 
show more range to really elevate game.  
 
Treauhn Williams, 6-7, F, All Ohio Red (OH) – 2019 
Good hands, solid footwork, ability to play in the paint or drift out to the short corner. Range consistent 12-15 feet, 
solid defender/rebounder. Not super athletic, he won’t jump over you or run away from you but uses his body well on 
both ends of the floor.  
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